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File preview

Chapter 1

September 3

Another glance at the tied up scoreboard told me there were only nine minutes left in the last

period of the game. The other team had called timeout, and now everyone was just standing

around the bench, waiting for the referees to blow the whistle and signal that the game was ready

to start again. As I leaned with my elbows over the boards and stared down at the tiled rink

below my borrowed skates, a movement on the left caught my eye, and a second later my best

friend, Victoria, bumped me with her hip. Through the steel cage of her helmet she gave me a

knowing smile, and then turned around to lean her back against the boards.

“So, J, what do you think?” she asked me as she pulled at her jersey, which read Cyclones on

the front, and because of the sweat had begun to stick to her stomach.

I turned to mirror her position, and glanced out over the rink before answering, “I wish you’d

told me this was a tournament.”

Victoria and I had been friends since grade school. Normally her and some of the other girls

that were hovering around the boards played scrimmage games at an ice rink nearby. She was the

one who’d taught me to skate, and since she’d always played hockey I’d always hung around

and, more often than not, joined in on the pickup games. Even though they usually practiced at

an ice rink, roller hockey was the first love for each of them. When Victoria had called me that

morning telling me her team needed an extra player, I thought she’d meant for a scrimmage.

Little did I know that her and the other players had rallied together a bunch of extra inline gear

for me to sub in at this tournament.

“It’s just a small tourney,” she justified, blue eyes betraying her internal laughter as she

absentmindedly slid the blade of her hockey stick across the floor.

I scoffed and rolled my eyes as both of our gazes drifted to the world outside the boards.

There were three rinks at this outdoor facility, each one occupied by a tournament game. After

already playing five games throughout the day, we’d made it to the championship, and this was

the last women’s game of the weekend. Still, the stands of each rink were filled, with more

people standing along the outside to watch through the glass. Loud music could be heard filtering

over the boards from the booth of a radio station that had showed up just for the occasion, and

plenty more booths lined the walkways between rinks to occupy the hoards of people who

weren’t watching a game. It may have been a small tournament by Victoria’s standards, but for

the first real game I’d ever played, it was pretty damn big.

“Hey, Jordan.” The coach tapped me on the shoulder to get my attention, so I turned to look

at him, eagerly awaiting any advice he could offer. “Don’t look so nervous,” he laughed.



“You’re doing good, I just need you to do one thing for me.” I nodded, patiently waiting for the

tip. “You’re fast and you’ve got good hands, use it to get goals instead of penalties, okay?”

My cheeks colored red, but I laughed anyway. That was his advice? Sure, I’d played more

than enough scrimmage games with the team to be able to hold my own in a high level

tournament game, but I didn’t have the experience to know what kind of hits were considered

dirty or not, especially since you couldn’t check in roller hockey like you could in ice hockey.

For that, I’d earned two penalties. One more and I’d get kicked out. So… maybe his advice was

pretty sage.

One of the refs blew his whistle and made his way down the rink to the right faceoff circle

near our goal. Along with the other players, I pushed myself off the boards and coasted to the

circle, taking my place on the hash mark just outside it. One of the other team’s forwards took

the spot directly in front of me, practically placing the blade of her stick on top of mine. Before

leaning over into position, I scanned each of the players on the rink. Even after only two periods,

I’d learned which players on the other team to look out for. Which ones were the goal scorers

and which ones were most likely to take my head off and get away with it.

Another thing I’d had to adjust to after playing so many ice games with Victoria was the

number of players on the rink in a roller game. I’d always assumed five and a goalie was

standard, but in these inline games I learned the number was reduced to four and a goalie. It

came as a bit of a shock at first, but I couldn’t say I minded. Less players on the rink meant less

people to watch out for. It also meant there was more room to skate and pull off stunts that were

harder to do during an ice game.

The referee pointed at the other team’s goalie on the far end of the rink and, receiving a nod,

looked to our goalie. When she nodded too he held the black puck over the faceoff circle, and a

second later dropped it. The two player’s sticks clashed in the center for only a moment before

the puck went flying to one of the other team’s defenders, who was waiting near the boards in

the middle of the rink. The second she felt it hit her stick she received it and sent it across to the

defender on the opposite side. I was already on my way to the second player that received the

puck, and by the time she got it I was nearly three quarters of the way there.

She held the puck on her blade, cradling it near the boards with her eyes darting from me to

the other players on her team, waiting for either someone to open up for a pass or for me to get

there so she could try to skate around me. It was clear by the speed I’d already picked up that I

was going to get to her first. Goals, not penalties, I reminded myself as I neared striking

distance. The look on her face said she thought I was going to hit her, and her body tensed when

I drew near. Instead, I stretched my stick across her body to hers, and hit the puck backwards as I

flew by her.

I’d hit the puck hard enough to knock it over her stick, and I picked it up as I continued with

it, alone, toward the other team’s goalie. The goalie coasted forward, squaring up and making



herself large in the net. I was at the top of the circles in front of the net now, so I brought my

stick back with the puck and cruised left. The goalie followed my every move, shifting to the

side with me. Finally, with a flick of my wrist I released the puck, but instead of sending it to the

left side of the net like I’d been lined up to do, I angled my stick to shoot at the top right corner.

My breath nearly caught in my throat as it sailed through the air, and then I sighed with

disappointment when it hit the post with a loud ding, which deflected it up into the safety net

above the boards.

With the puck hitting the net the referees had to blow the whistle, and when we heard the

coach shout ‘switch’ each of us made our way back to the bench. Upon sitting, Victoria grabbed

her water bottle and squirted it through the cage of her helmet and into her mouth before handing

it over to me. I did the same, squirting toward my face and purposefully spilling some of it down

the front of my jersey. At first the icy fluid stung as it hit my chest, but after I got over the initial

shock I grinned at how cooling it was.

“That girl is pissing me off.” One of the players I was familiar with, Holly, fell onto the

bench next to me and pulled off her helmet, mopping her short black hair away from her

forehead before sticking it back on.

“Which one?” I asked, leaning forward and glancing onto the other team’s bench. Then I

pulled a hand out of my glove and grabbed the ponytail of my long, straight blonde hair to throw

it over my shoulder.

“The forward.” She nodded discreetly toward the other team’s offensive side of the bench.

“Number eighteen.”

Victoria leaned over from the other side of me and glared at Holly. “Holly, you get in a fight

with her every other game. I swear to God if we lose because you get a penalty, I’ll kick your

ass.”

I couldn’t help but smirk. Between Victoria and I, she was definitely the hot head, but she

was nothing compared to some of the other girls on the team. I’d never gone to watch any of

their inline games before, but all too often Victoria would complain about how many fights

would break out, especially between them and the team we were playing now, the Misconducts.

And if I was counting correctly, Holly also had two penalties. One more and she was done.

“I’m going to kick her ass if I feel her stick clip my wheels again,” Holly grumbled. “No

joke, she’s just waiting until the ref can’t see so she can trip me.”

It was obvious Victoria had something else lined up to say, but the whistle cut her off, and

yelling ‘switch,’ the coach pushed us off the bench. This time I took the faceoff, which once

again started down near our goal. I’d have been more comfortable if the puck ended up in the

other team’s zone more often, but all rivalry aside, they were good, and they controlled the play a

majority of the time. The Misconducts forward took place directly in front of me, and as the ref

skated over we prepared for the faceoff.



The ref threw the puck down between us, and instead of going in and battling with her for it,

the moment it hit the ground I knocked her stick out of the way with my own, leaving the target

open for less than a second, which was more than enough for me to go back in and get it. With

the puck on my blade I whizzed past her, skating up the boards while my other forward went up

with me near the center of the rink. She had someone right behind her, but her stick was open so

I shot her a pass. When it hit her tape she came to an abrupt stop, and unprepared for it the

defender who’d been following skated right past her. Now open she sent the puck back to me,

and I was getting close enough to the net that I had to start thinking about my shot.

There was just one more obstacle, a defender who’d been skating backwards ahead of me,

just waiting for me to get closer so she could take a jab at the puck. Knowing I had to pull some

kind of move to go around her, I did the one that I’d practiced tons of times during scrimmage

games. As I neared her, I led with the puck and faked going around her to the right, but at the last

second I brought the puck in between her stick and body over to the left, and pushed it forward

with my backhand while my body continued right. The normal reaction to the move was for the

defender to become momentarily flustered, giving me a chance to get by and score a goal. Only,

this defender didn’t seem fazed. She followed my body, and when I tried to skate around her to

the right she stepped right in front of me, putting a glove on my chest so she could block my

path.

I was going to try and backtrack to see if I could skate around her before the other team’s

second defender had a chance to pick up the puck, but I paused at the sound of a thunderous thud

against the boards, followed by a familiar voice shouting, ‘fucking bitch!’ At the hooting of a

few whistles I turned to catch sight of the refs trying to separate a very angry Holly from number

eighteen, and I instantly rushed over to lend a hand. I put my arm in front of Holly, who was still

charging an equally furious forward, and tried to lead her away, while the girl who’d just stopped

me from scoring tried to get her own teammate away from the fight.

When Holly realized she wasn’t getting anywhere near the girl, she turned her rage to the

referees. “Hey asshole, you didn’t see her trip me? What fucking game are you watching?”

My head shot up at the sound of her talking back, and I wished she wasn’t wearing a face

cage so I could shove a hand over her mouth. The Misconducts’ defender looked just as shocked,

because her brown eyes met mine, and they shot me a hard look as if to say ‘keep her in line’.

I tugged the side of my mouth into an apologetic half-smile at the defender, and pulled Holly

harder toward the bench. “Dude, calm the hell down.”

“Hey, hey, hey,” the ref called after us, and I stopped to see what he wanted. He was pointing

toward the exit of the rink. “She’s out.”

“Son-of-a-bitch,” Holly growled, quite loudly, as she pulled away from my grasp and made

her way to the exit. When she reached it she turned around to shout more parting words to the

officials. “Get your goddamn eyes checked will you?”



Curious how the other team’s defender had gotten her player to settle down so easily, I

glanced over as I made my way back to my own bench, where everyone else had gathered. I

wasn’t able to catch her trick though, because the girl, whose jersey read ‘Becks’ with the

number sixty-four on the back, was already leaned over the boards, listening to her coach talk.

The second I got back to my own bench the same ref skated to the scorekeeper’s box, which

separated the benches of the two teams. “Number three,” he called over the glass to the

scorekeeper, “Two minutes, roughing. Two minutes, unsportsmanlike.” Then he made his way

over to our coach. “I need someone to serve the penalty.”

Every girl on my team groaned. Holly had earned a four-minute penalty, and by now there

were less than four minutes left in the game. Seeing as I was the newest player, and no one else

wanted to do it, I started for the box. “I’ll serve it.”

The boxes sat next to each team’s bench and were separated by glass, and when the game

picked back up Victoria came over and pressed her mouth to the corner so she could talk to me.

“They’re going to score now. I’m going to have to kick Holly’s ass.”

“I’m not serving your penalty too,” I teased, and then to make conversation I looked out into

the bleachers. “Is Austin here now?” I scanned the full area outside the rink for Victoria’s

boyfriend, but I couldn’t see him amidst the crowd of people.

She nodded and followed my gaze to the area where she, too, had to search. “He got off work

right before this game. He should be out there somewhere.”

Another whistle accompanied by uproarious cheers from the crowd caused both Victoria and

I’s heads to turn, and then slump when we saw that the other team had scored, breaking the tie

with only two minutes left in the game and making the score four to three.

“Told you,” Victoria said with a shake of her head. Her spirits picked up rapidly though as

she looked at me with a grin on her face. “So, coach says he wouldn’t mind you playing for us

from now on.”

“Vic,” I whined. It wasn’t that I didn’t like playing, it was actually even more fun than the

scrimmage games, but almost every bit of gear I was wearing at the moment was borrowed,

which meant in order to play I’d have to buy new stuff.

“J,” she copied sternly, raising her eyebrows and challenging me to complain.

“I can’t afford to buy all this gear.”

“We’re like… halfway sponsored.” That earned a laugh on my part, and she glared. “No

seriously, you’ll get pants, jerseys, and gloves for free. I have some shin guards that I don’t use

anymore, and nobody really wears elbow pads. You already have a stick. All you need to get is

skates and a helmet.” Then she batted those big blue eyes at me and gave an innocent smile.

“Please.”



I was about to protest, knowing that skates were pretty expensive, but then I remembered that

the hockey rink Victoria worked at had a pro shop. “Only,” I started with a sigh, “If you can get

me a discount on gear.”

The grin on her face grew bigger than I thought it possibly could, and as the buzzer for the

end of the game went off I nearly thought she was going to come over the penalty box wall and

hug me. Luckily, she saved me the embarrassment, and we all made our way to the center of the

rink to go down the line and shake hands with the players on the other team. After that we waited

around on the rink while the announcer called all of our names and gave us our second place,

fake silver medals, and then had to wait a little more while he gave the gold medals to the other

team. Then we were released to the locker room.

“Second place bitches!” one of the girls shouted excitedly as she ripped off her jersey and

plopped onto one of the benches that lined the walls of the locker room.

Everyone laughed while another girl, Charlie, pulled a case of beer out of her hockey bag,

not at all to my surprise since I’d already adjusted to their habit of drinking after scrimmage

games. She held up a can and made shushing noises until she had everyone’s attention. “First

beer goes to Holly.” She tossed the can across the room to Holly, who had been sitting in the

locker room waiting since she’d been kicked out of the game. “For hit of the night, girl, that shit

was epic!”

Charlie then proceeded to throw cans of beer to every player in the room, but stopped a throw

short when she came to the last, and youngest, player. “Hey, wait, you’re not twenty-one. More

for me.”

I couldn’t help but chuckle at Charlie’s teasing. The youngest player on the team was only

nineteen, but I’d seen the girl drink after scrimmage games plenty of times, and none of the other

players, especially Charlie, seemed to mind. So the teen dropped her jaw, offended, and held out

a hand for the beer. “Give me the beer, Charlie.” Charlie held the can in front of her, eyes locked

on the younger girl and smirk growing wider by the second as she inched her finger toward the

tab to open it. “Charlie!” the girl yelled, shout interrupted by a laugh.

The tip of Charlie’s finger slid under the tab, but before she had a chance to pop it up the girl

pounced on her, wrapping her arms around Charlie’s neck and taking them both to the ground.

As they wrestled over the drink that Charlie still held tight, the coach walked in, smacking his

forehead with the palm of his hand as he took in the scene before him.

“If you guys practiced half as much as you partied,” he started, a smile breaking his scowl,

“We might actually take gold.”

As if to deliberately ignore his comment, another girl named Linda pulled out her cell phone

and put on dance music as loud as the volume would go. At the sound, a few other girls, who by

this time had their skates and jerseys off, got up and started dancing. The coach just rolled his



eyes and leaned against the door of the locker room, patiently waiting to see if anyone would

listen to him.

“Come on, coach.” One of the girls grinned, trying to get him to dance with them.

He shook his head, so another girl chimed in. “Yeah, Nick, come on. You won silver too, you

know. You should celebrate.”

Again he rolled his eyes. “I’m too old for this.” And with that he pushed open the door,

laughing as he left us in the locker room.

The girl who’d started the music, Linda, shrugged indifferently as he left, and sitting back

down she lowered the volume. “It’s lady’s night at The L. Who’s down?”

Cheers went up from a majority of the girls in the room, and only two shook their heads. “It’s

twenty-one and up, asshole.” The youngest player sipped on the beer she’d wrestled from Charlie

and gave our teammate a playful glare.

The other girl who shook her head gave a shrug when Linda looked at her questioningly.

“I’ve got church in the morning.”

“Wow,” Linda mumbled disappointedly, and then glanced over at Victoria and me. “Vic?

Jordan? How about you?”

By this time I’d finished taking off all my gear, and was in the process of putting my short

shorts back on when Linda invited us. I beamed as I finished tugging them and then my flannel

shirt on, and gave an excited nod. “I’m in.” Then as I pulled my hair back into a messy ponytail I

gave Victoria a look that told her she had better say ‘yes.’

Even though I shot her the look, I knew she liked dancing as much as I did, so it didn’t take

long for her to nod in agreement. “Yeah, sure, I’ll go.”

Victoria was ready to leave as I pulled on my sneakers, so I chugged the rest of the beer

Charlie had given me and tossed it in the trash. Austin was outside the locker room waiting for

us when we left, and he came over to give Victoria a kiss hello.

“What, no hug?” she joked as we continued to walk out to the parking lot.

He grabbed her hand to show her he loves her, but winced at the thought of a hug. “You’re

all sweaty.”

“Wimp,” Victoria chuckled. “Hey, we’re going to The L.”

“Okay.” Austin shrugged, and then tossed his head to get his long brown hair out of his

matching brown eyes. “You going too, Jordan?”

I adjusted the straps of the enormous hockey bag I had draped over my back as I nodded. The

rest of the walk to the parking lot I let Victoria and Austin have their moments. When we finally

got there I opened the trunk of my small black sedan and threw the bag into it, then put my stick

into the back seat. I was about to get in when Victoria, who had parked right in front of me,

waved to get my attention.



“Hey,” she called, already halfway in her car. “We’ll follow you to your sister’s and then all

drive together in my car.”

I raised an eyebrow, even though she probably couldn’t see it under the dim of the

streetlamp. “Okay, but why don’t we just go straight to the club?”

“Because anytime you get drunk you end up going home with some random girl,” she said,

mouth turning up in a smirk. “At least this way, tomorrow I don’t have to drive to pick you up

and take you all the way back there to your car. I can just pick you up and take you home.”

I was about to protest the change in pattern, but then I realized she was right. Instead, I gave

a playfully flattered grin. “You’re such a good friend.”

“Yeah, yeah.” She waved me off and finished getting into her car.

Following the plan, I drove the eight minutes to my sister’s apartment and parked in my

usual spot on the street. Part of me wished there was time to go upstairs for a quick shower, but I

couldn’t keep Victoria and Austin waiting, so giving up that wish I jumped into the back seat of

her car. The ride was quiet for a few minutes, all except for the radio, which played quite loudly

from the front seat, until Austin turned around to face me.

“Let me ask you something,” he started, pulling at his seatbelt so he could turn all the way

around. “What’s your secret?” I chuckled at the glare Victoria shot him, but my dark blue eyes

must have shown my confusion. “Pimp much?”

I laughed even harder now as Victoria’s glare turned into a full-blown grimace, but Austin

pretended not to notice. “I don’t know.” I shrugged. “Everybody loves a cute lesbian?”

“Yeah, that’s true,” Austin agreed dazedly, eyes glazing as if he was daydreaming. He

smirked when Victoria caught his tone and pretended she was going to punch him in the arm.

“Just kidding, babe. But seriously, I was just wondering, because you’re single and you get laid

more than I do.” This time Victoria did hit him, and he mouthed the word ‘ow’ as he rubbed out

his arm.

My mouth dropped, and my voice gained a teasingly surprised tone. “Vic, are you one of

those girls that uses sex as leverage?”

“No,” she growled quietly, though in the glare of the dashboard’s lights I could see her

cheeks tint to almost the same color as her auburn-red hair. I almost snorted with laughter when

Austin turned just enough to nod his head at me, earning another glare from the girl beside him.

“Sorry bud, not everyone’s as charming as me.” I patted him comfortingly on the shoulder.

Then I leaned forward as if to whisper in his ear, but spoke loud enough so Victoria could still

hear. “But, here’s a little tip. Vic loves back rubs. Quickest way into her pants,” I told him with a

wink. Now Victoria turned to scowl at me, but I was having too much fun embarrassing her to

stop. “Seriously, she could hardly keep ‘em on for me, and you know how straight she is.”

He was laughing hard now, and he grinned excitedly as he pounded his fist against mine.

“Thanks for the advice.”



“Oh my God.” Victoria covered her face with one of her hands, shaking her head in

exasperation. “How about I just drop you two off at the club so you can pick up chicks

together?”

Teasing even further, I shrugged and nodded, but Austin leaned over and pulled her head to

roughly plant a kiss on her cheek. “You know I love you.” Victoria smiled happily now that

Austin wasn’t picking on her, but she had done it too soon. “Besides, what luck would I have at a

gay club?”

I tried to stop a snicker, which only ended up coming out in a snort, and Victoria gave a

defeated sigh. Deciding maybe it was time to lighten up I changed the subject. “You know what I

want know?” Both her and Austin ‘hm-ed’ curiously. “How is it that at least half the girls on our

team are into girls?”

Victoria chuckled and looked back at me through the rearview mirror. “That surprised you?”

I nodded. “That’s how it is for almost every team. Hockey attracts gaybos like you,” she said

sarcastically and stretched her arm back to poke me in the forehead.

With a giggle I shoved her hand away. We arrived at the club a few minutes later, and after

waiting in line outside for about twenty minutes made it in. Since Austin agreed to be the

designated driver, the first place Victoria and I hit was the bar. Then, after finding a few of the

girls from our team, we danced for a couple hours. Going back to the bar every once in a while

for another shot, it didn’t take long until I had a bit more than a pleasant buzz going on.

Eventually we split from the rest of the group, and after a little while longer I split from Victoria

and Austin, but that didn’t stop me from dancing and making the occasional trip back to the bar.

September 4

I woke the next morning feeling like I hadn’t just woken up on my own, but was unable to

figure out what exactly had caused me to stir. It wasn’t the unfamiliar ceiling I was staring at

now, or the silky green sheets that felt pleasantly and surprisingly cooling against my naked

body. It could have been the mild hangover that materialized in the form of a pounding against

my temples. I lay there for a minute, trying to figure out what it was. The feel of the sheets was

inconsistent across my hips, and thinking that might have been it, I slid my hand beneath the

covers until I reached skin, not mine. I carefully peeled back the covers to reveal a slender leg,

draped delicately over me.

I remembered enough from the night before not to be shocked at finding myself with

company, or in somebody else’s house for that matter. It wasn’t the leg that had woken me

either, but it did catch my attention now. With my eyes I followed the smooth skin up to a

feminine pair of hips, then a waist, a shoulder, to a gentle face half-covered by light brown hair.

She’s cute, I thought to myself, and almost jumped out of my skin at a vibrating beneath my



back. That’s what had woken me up! Trying not to wake the girl beside me, I reached my arm

underneath me and pulled out my phone.

“Wakey, wakey.” The text from Victoria flashed across the display, and I unlocked the

touch screen to find that she’d texted me three more times before I’d woken up.

I checked the time before messaging her back. 8:30, a little too early if you ask me.

“Morning,” I responded, and then as smoothly as possible eased the leg off of me.

A light groan made me pause, but when the girl shifted herself away I sighed with relief and

silently pushed myself off the bed. It took a minute to find my clothes amongst the scattered

articles on the floor, but eventually I managed, and I was just pulling on my shorts when the

phone vibrated in my hand.

“Where you at? I’ll come get you.”

Tiptoeing out of the room, I strolled down the short hall of the one-bedroom apartment to the

kitchen and living room. Hoping to find what I was looking for, I made my way to the kitchen,

eyes scanning every inch of the counter. A smile creased my lips when I glanced the pile of mail

sitting neatly in the corner, and I hopped up to sit on the countertop as I picked up the first

envelope. So, your name is Kristen. Below the brunette’s name was the information I was

looking for.

I unlocked my phone and pulled up my text messages. “136 Shady Street. Huntington

Beach.”

After hitting send I hopped off the counter and patted myself down in order to check my

pockets. I was happy to find that my wallet was still in my shorts and I didn’t have to risk going

back into the bedroom to get it. I was on my way out the door when my bare foot his a sneaker.

Oh shit, shoes. That’s what I was forgetting. The one I had stepped on was mine, so where was

the other one? Knowing me I’d kicked them wildly any which direction the second I made it

through the door. Under the coffee table? No. Back in the kitchen? No. Under the couch? Nope.

Ah-hah! On top of the couch. I grabbed my shoe from off the back of the couch, vaguely

wondering how I’d managed to get it up there in the first place, and sat down to pull it on.

As I hit the cushion my phone vibrated in my pocket, so I pulled it out to read Victoria’s text.

“Thanks for picking somewhere close this time :P. GPS says be there in 5.”

Before getting up to leave I took a brief glance around. The small apartment was nice

enough. A flat screen TV hung on the wall opposite me, and directly below it was a small

bookshelf with various pictures on it instead of books. The coffee table at my knees caught my

attention. That had a book on it. I turned the book so that the title was facing me and read it.

Ethics of Medicine. So Kristin’s pre med, not bad. I pushed the book away from me with my

index finger, scolding myself for even taking a curious peek. I wished I had the guts to stay for a

cup of coffee, especially on those mornings I woke up with a pounding head, but I could never

get over that I thought it would be awkward to stick around. Usually a name was the most I



wanted to know, and I didn’t want any obligation beyond that. Not a second meeting. Not a

phone call. Not even a text. What did Victoria call it? Emotionally unavailable.

The door clicked shut quietly behind me, and I strolled down the stairs to the first floor. The

second I left the indoor building I had to shield my eyes with a groan, since the brightness of the

sun caused my head to throb, but after a few moments I got used to it, and squinting was enough

to ease the pain. I had to pause at the exit and look around, my eyes scanning the area around me

for the likely place Victoria would drive to. The apartment complex was two buildings set

perpendicular to each other, and I’d left through an exit that put me smack dab in the middle of

the two. The complex’s only parking lot stretched wide in front of the two buildings, so I made

my way to the edge and sat down on the curb.

A few minutes later the glimmer of a light blue car making its way through the lot prompted

me to stand, and when Victoria pulled up I jumped into the front seat. “Morning sunshine!” she

beamed at me, speaking purposefully loud. My ears were ringing for seconds after she finished

her greeting, and whining from the annoyance I waved her off. “Have a good night?” she asked,

her tone sympathetically lower as she drove away from the curb.

“Mhm.” I pulled the seatbelt across my chest and buckled it with a click. “Thanks for picking

me up.”

“Drive-through coffee?” she suggested, to which I nodded as vigorously as my aching head

would allow, letting her see my lips turn up into a wide grin. “Really, how was your night?”

“It was good,” I told her, and then knowing the look I was getting, laughed at her raised

eyebrow. “No, I’m not giving you any details.”

“Fine,” she sighed, and after a moment glanced at me carefully. “You know, you should get a

girlfriend.”

With that I shrugged. “What do I need a girlfriend for?”

Victoria mirrored my shrug as she took a moment to think. I could tell by the look on her

face she was being careful what to say, but I also knew I didn’t like this conversation. Not now,

and not the other hundred times we’d had it. But patient as I was, I was going to let her say her

piece. “So you didn’t do this to yourself anymore.”

Okay, that line was new. The sincerity in her voice actually made my heart drop. I gulped.

“What do you mean?”

“You know what I mean,” she said softly, timidly, as she shot me a side-glance, hoping I

wouldn’t be mad. I wasn’t mad. I was thrown, and I’d admit it a little bit offended. I could have

easily guessed she didn’t entirely approve of my methods of seduction, but she’d never actually

said it before. “Your parents were wrong-”

Now I waved my hands in the air, stopping her midsentence. “Please, Vic, don’t practice any

of your psychology stuff on me right now. I’m hung-over, I’m tired, and I’m really not in the



mood to talk about my mommy and daddy issues.” Even though my waving was frantic, my

voice was verging on pleading.

“It’s not practicing when I know what I’m talking about,” she tried to jest, but I refused to

give her the satisfaction of seeing the slight smirk that tugged at the corner of my mouth. “I

know.” She finally nodded, and out of the corner of my eye I could see her chest rise and fall in

another sigh. “I just worry about you sometimes. You’re so,” she paused for a thoughtful breath,

“Emotionally unavailable.”

That phrase was grating. It hit my ears like nails on a chalkboard, and they just kept biting

that chalkboard over and over again. Anger was rarely a choice emotion for me, but I came damn

close. Victoria must have been able to tell, because she gave the cutest, most sheepish smile she

could. “I’m sorry. I love you.” Then she batted her eyes at me, just like she always did when she

wanted something. “Don’t kill me.”

“I’m not emotionally unavailable,” I grumbled, crossing my arms over my chest defensively.

I wasn’t planning on giving a response other than that, since I really didn’t want to talk about

it, and luckily I didn’t have to, because Victoria pulled into the coffee shop drive-through. When

she got to the intercom she rolled down her window and waited for the employee’s voice to

come through.

“Hi, could I get two small coffees, and,” she paused and looked over at me, trying to judge if

I could stomach food.

“Carbs,” I told her as I eyed the menu. “Lots of carbs.”

She laughed and turned back toward the intercom. “And two bagels with cream cheese.”

As she pulled around to the window I grabbed my wallet out of my back pocket and handed

her my debit card to pay. She looked like she was going to protest, so I shoved it into her hand.

“For picking me up.” At that she shrugged and took the card, handed it the cashier and then

received our items. “How was your night?” She handed me the food and my coffee, and I took

out her bagel to begin spreading cream cheese on it.

“It was fine,” she answered, eyes growing increasingly hungry as she watched me prepare

her food. When I finally I handed it to her she took a big bite.

“What time did you guys leave?” Now it was time to spread cream cheese on my bagel, and I

scraped out every last bit possible.

Victoria gulped down what must’ve been half of her food as I took my first bite. “Right

around the time you left with…”

“Kristen,” I supplied through a full mouth, and then washed down the bite with some coffee,

wincing as it scalded my tongue. “When are you going to get me some cheap hockey gear?”

“I like how the only time I can get you to come to the rink I work at is so you can get

discounted stuff.” She laughed when I shrugged, unable to come up with a good excuse. “How

about Friday?”



A familiar apartment track came into view as Victoria rounded the corner and pulled up to

the sidewalk near the closest building. When she stopped I jumped out of the car, and then turned

around to lean against the doorframe. “Okay, Friday. Thanks for the ride.”

She nodded and waved. “See you on campus tomorrow.”

I trudged to my sister’s apartment, which was on the first floor of this building, and dug

through my pocket for my keys. The front door opened up to the living room, which was only

half-separated from the kitchen by a tall, long counter. On the left side of the main room a TV sat

on an entertainment center against the wall, and a coffee table and black leather sofa rested in

front of it. At the right side of the living room was the hallway that led to the bathroom and two

bedrooms.

When I walked in my twenty-six year old sister’s light head of dirty-blonde hair popped up

from looking at something in the kitchen, and her blue eyes locked onto me as I strolled to the

dining table. “Where have you been?” she asked shortly. “You could text me if you’re spending

the night out so I don’t worry.”

“Sorry,” I mumbled, plopping into a chair and sipping my still hot coffee. I didn’t mind if she

acted annoyed. She tried to play mom every once in a while to let me know she cared.

“I don’t care if you are twenty-one-”

“Two, Jamie,” I interrupted with a chuckle. “I’m twenty-two.”

She sighed like that was beside the point. Which to her, it really was. “I don’t care if you’re

twenty-two-”

“Honey?” A deep, sleep-bogged voice filtered from the hall, interrupting her again.

“Where’d you go?”

“I’m in the kitchen,” she called, glancing at me as her face turned crimson.

I raised my eyebrows at her, gawking in offense. “Don’t act like you missed me last night,” I

teased, laughing now as the shade of her cheeks darkened.

The male voice, belonging to Cameron, was more than familiar. Jamie and him had dated for

three years before he finally popped the question a couple months ago. I was a little bit surprised

to find he’d spent the night, since sleepovers were usually held at his apartment. That was

because despite the fact that I wasn’t a kid anymore, it seemed Jamie still felt the need to protect

me, even from knowing that her and her fiancé did the dirty, hence the blush.

Jamie ignored my comment and looked me up and down. “Did you play hockey yesterday?”

I nodded, and her mouth pursed in disgust. “Did you even shower yet?” A mischievous grin

spread across my face, and shaking my head I widened my arms, preparing for a hug. “Don’t

even think about it,” she warned, slowly starting to back away. I stood up from my seat, arms

still stretched wide, and inched closer. “Jordan, don’t you dare.” Fortunately, I was blocking the

only way out of the kitchen and she was trapped. I rushed forward to wrap my arms around her



and, even though she’s a couple inches taller than me, picked her up and squeezed her. “Jordan!”

she shrieked, desperately fighting against me and trying to wriggle out of my grasp.

“What is going on out here?” Cameron staggered out of the hallway, short brown hair going

every which direction and rubbing his half-closed gray eyes. All he had on was a pair of

sweatpants and socks, and he rested his bare arms on the kitchen counter, smiling when he saw

the assault on Jamie. “Oh, hey, Jordan.”

I grinned at him and, deciding that my sister had had enough torture, released her from the

hug. “You smell like sweat and booze,” she grumbled angrily, straightening up and flattening out

her t-shirt and pants with a disgusted look on her face, before turning her gaze on Cameron.

“Babe, go put a shirt on.”

He sighed and slowly pulled his arms off the counter. “I don’t mind!” I told Jamie, laughing

as her face once again turned red, this time because of her half-naked beau. “Cameron’s my

inspiration to stay in shape.”

“Hey, thanks, J.” He grinned his appreciation, but turned back toward the bedroom anyway,

flexing as he made his way down the hall. Cameron had been a swimmer in high school, but

loved it so much he continued to swim every morning, which gave him his lean, muscular figure.

I’d decided years ago that if I were a guy, I’d want to look like him.

When Cameron disappeared, Jamie turned her eyes back on me, waiting for me to do

something. I knew she was watching me, but instead of making eye contact I glanced around the

room. My eyes hit the coffee table in front of the couch, and curious, I made my way over. It was

littered with pictures, ninety-five percent of them being of a small blonde toddler, with enormous

blue eyes and barely a full set of teeth smiling happily at the camera. As I sunk into the couch I

grabbed one of the pictures, lightly running my fingers over the child’s face while Jamie sat

down next to me.

“I’m sorry,” she apologized quietly, hand resting gently on my back. “I was going to clean up

last night, but-”

“No,” I stopped her and set the picture down to pick up another one. “I want to see them.

Please, don’t ever hide them from me.” I stared at the new image I held in my hands, fighting the

sting of a tear in my eye. “His hair is getting so long.”

The toddler in the pictures I only knew from photographs, usually just tiny ones in Jamie’s

phone. I’d come out to my parents the day after I turned eighteen, and had waited so long to do it

because I could have predicted their reactions. I knew they’d be disappointed, and definitely

angry, but I hadn’t prepared myself for being kicked out. Not even legal adulthood could have

prepared me for the pain of being disowned by the only people life guarantees should always

love you. Fortunately for me, Jamie had known about it for a long time, and since she was older

she was already moved out, and welcomed me with open arms.



At the time I was kicked out, my mother was two months pregnant. It was hard hearing Jamie

talk all the time about how round she was getting and about all the possible baby names. Just like

Jamie would get to, I wanted nothing more than to see him, to watch him grow up and spoil him

with toys and hugs. So when our little brother, Justin, was born, I assumed seven months of no

contact had been long enough for my parents to get over the fact that I was gay. Only, I was

wrong. When I’d tried to visit soon after his birth they closed the door in my face, angrily telling

me they didn’t want their son anywhere near a pervert. All I’d ever seen of Justin was

photographs and the occasional home video. For the last four years I’d had to watch him grow

through pictures.

“He’s starting preschool tomorrow.” Jamie smiled, picking up another picture and studying it

fondly. “He’s so excited.”

I laughed, having to cover my mouth with my hand as it nearly came out a sob, and quickly

wiped away the tear that had forced its way out. “He doesn’t even know I exist.”

“Now, that’s not true,” Jamie said, and grinned proudly when I cast her a curious, wateryeyed look. “I make sure I mention you. Mom hates it when I do,” she paused to wrap her arm

around my shoulders and pull me into a hug, “But I want him to know about his other big sister.”

I leaned into her as another tear fell. “You’re the best.”

“When Mom cuts the chord enough to let me babysit,” she started, rubbing my arm and then

releasing me from the hug. “I’ll bring him around here so he can finally meet you.”

I nodded, albeit hesitantly. We both knew the only reason our mother didn’t let Jamie babysit

was because she was aware I still lived with Jamie. Until she was sure that I wouldn’t be around,

I could be pretty sure she’d never let Jamie take him for the day. With a deep, calming breath, I

set the picture back on the table and stood. That was enough emotion for me for the day. “I guess

I’ll go shower now.”

When I finally got in, the hot water on my body and the steam that filled the bathroom

worked wonders on my head, and by the time I was done showering I felt completely

rejuvenated. Though physically I felt better, emotionally, I couldn’t get Justin out of my head.

When I stepped out and had wrapped the towel around me, I used my hand to wipe the

condensation from the mirror. A full head of soaking blonde hair and dark blue eyes stared sadly

back at me. Maybe Victoria was right... At the thought I shook my head. Even if it was true, I

couldn’t agree. Acknowledging it meant admitting it, and admitting it meant having to do

something about it.

I was just finishing up brushing my teeth when Jamie knocked on the door. “Hey, me and

Cameron are leaving for church. We’ll be back later.”

Church? I flung the door open, startling Jamie and causing her to jump back. “Is it Sunday?”

She nodded, not even able to finish the action before I flew past her, desperately holding the



towel around me so the wind of my speed wouldn’t knock it off. “I was supposed to be at work

at nine!”

I wasn’t even paying attention to if they’d left or not as I rummaged through the dresser in

my room, looking for my work uniform. I pulled out my purple bookstore shirt and threw it on,

frantically getting ready as hurriedly as I could. Of all the days I could’ve picked to be late for

work, I had to pick a day that I didn’t even have a good excuse. It wasn’t just that my boss loved

to make an example out of me whenever I messed up, but today my mood was not solid enough

to deal with getting yelled at. Again.



Chapter 2

September 9

I was in the passenger seat as Victoria pulled into the parking lot of her hockey rink, and I

was surprised to find that this one was completely indoors. After playing at the outdoor rink last

weekend I hadn’t thought too much about whether or not all inline rinks were outdoors, but

apparently they weren’t. Through the all-glass front of the facility there were two visible rinks,

but it looked like the building stretched farther back, so it was quite possible there was another

one hidden inside. It was still pretty early in the day, being only four o’clock in the afternoon,

and the parking lot was nearly empty. From what Victoria explained, most rinks didn’t operate

until around five in the afternoon when the first games started, but the pro shop here was open all

day.

The sun was beating down on us as we got out of the car, reminding me of the biggest reason

I often wore short shorts. As I followed Victoria through the glass doors of the building we were

hit by a blast of icy air that almost sent chills down my spine, but after the shock wore off it was

refreshing. The entrance opened up to a large area with the front desk on the left and a set of

doors leading to the pro shop on the right. Further down was a long walkway, lined on either side

with bleachers and a rink. On the other sides of the rinks, the walls of the building were lined

with locker rooms and what looked like a couple offices. From where we stood at the entrance,

there was definitely a visible third arena back behind the other two.

Victoria glanced around the seemingly empty building, and then hearing some movement

from one of the rinks led me over to the open door. “Working hard, or hardly working?” she

playfully greeted a man bent over the floor as she stepped onto the rink.

It looked like he’d been pulling up a broken tile, and at hearing a voice he yanked it all the

way from the ground before looking over. His tanned forehead glistened with sweat beneath his

black hair, and his brown eyes shifted from me to Victoria. “Hey, what’s up, Vic?”



“This is my friend, Jordan.” Victoria pointed at me, and then back to him. “Jordan, this is my

boss, Mitch.”

“Nice to meet you.” I smiled and stuck out a hand for him to shake.

“You too.” He stood and wiped his own hand off on his jeans before taking mine. “You guys

going to skate?”

“No, actually, Jordan needs some gear,” Victoria told him, deliberately looking back toward

the store. “Is there anyone in the shop?”

He followed her gaze to the front and tiredly put his hands on his hips, leaning back as he

yelled, “Becks!” His voice echoed over the rink, and we all waited a second to see if someone

would appear. When nobody did, he yelled again. “Taylor!” This time a girl strolled out of the

pro shop, raising her hands questioningly in the air. “Yeah, Taylor’s in there.”

“Thanks, Mitch.” Victoria nodded gratefully, and began to lead me back off the rink as Mitch

returned to working on the cracked floor.

I followed her into the pro shop, where the girl who’d appeared was behind a tool counter,

taking the wheels off a pair of skates. On the wall behind her was a display of various types of

inline and goalie skates, and on the same wall nearby was the massive selection of wheels they

had for sale. The rest of the shop floor was covered with racks of jerseys, pants, helmets, and

other kinds of gear, while there was a small sitting area just to the left of the entrance.

“Hey, Taylor.” Victoria waved as we made our way over to the counter.

The girl looked up at us from under her royal blue trucker hat, and smiled hello at Victoria.

Being able to see her better now, I could tell she was the defender for Misconducts, the one I

couldn’t get by during the game and who’d helped break up the fight that Holly got into. She was

wearing a black, long-sleeved shirt, with her team’s logo on the front in a blue that matched the

hat. The sleeves of the shirt were pushed halfway up her arms, revealing a full sleeve tattoo on

her right arm that stopped just above her wrist. Her at least half-Latin decent gave her sparkling

brown eyes, dark brown hair that was pulled into a messy bun behind her hat, and bronze skin

that seemed to glow under the bright blue of her clothing.

When Victoria got her attention she put the skate down and made her way from the tool

counter to the sales counter, and resting her hands on the corner of it and leaning forward, she

waited for Victoria to say something else. Now that she was closer, under the tan of her skin I

could just make out light freckles that dotted her nose and the tops of her cheeks, and I couldn’t

help but think how cute they were.

“My friend needs some skates,” Victoria told her, eyes darting across the dozens on the wall.

Then she tapped me with the back of her hand. “See any you like?”

Yeah sure, those eight hundred dollar skates were looking pretty good, but hell if I could

spend that much. I glanced from the skates to the girl behind the counter, and one of her



eyebrows rose curiously, like she knew I had a question. “I don’t want to spend more than four

hundred. Which ones are the best for that kind of money?”

She grabbed her bottom lip thoughtfully between her teeth, and turned around to lean back

against the counter and look at the wall. After another moment of thought she stretched for a

skate pretty high up and pulled it down, setting it on the counter in front of me. I picked it up and

turned it over in my hands. It was definitely lighter than the pair I’d worn for the tournament, and

it didn’t look too bad either. It was a sleek black with highlights of red throughout the boot. I

flicked one of the wheels with my finger and watched it spin, and after about seven seconds of it

not slowing down I had to stop it on my own. Since I’d always ice-skated, I didn’t know what to

look for in a skate other than weight, but Taylor seemed confident in the decision and Victoria

didn’t have any protests.

“Want to try on a pair?” Victoria asked, taking the skate from me to give it a onceover.

I nodded as she handed the skate back to Taylor, and then watched as Taylor pulled back the

tongue to point at the tag underneath. Her finger tapped the tag for a few seconds before I

noticed she was pointing to the size, and realized she was asking mine. “Oh, size six please.”

As the girl turned to go into the back and grab my size I followed Victoria to the seats

nearby, finding myself wondering why Taylor hadn’t said a word to us. Assuming Victoria

would know since they worked together, I looked back to make sure the girl wasn’t in earshot

before asking, “Hey, what’s the deal?”

Victoria appeared confused as we both took a seat. “Deal with what?”

“Taylor?” I said expectantly, giving her a look like she should know what I was talking

about. “Is she shy or something?”

“I don’t know,” she answered with a shrug. “I know she talks to Mitch, I think, but I’ve never

really seen her talk to anyone aside from that, unless she has to.”

“How does she,” I saw Taylor pass the door in back and then disappear on the other side, still

looking for the skates, so I lowered my voice to a whisper, “Help customers in here if she doesn’t

talk to them?”

“She doesn’t usually work in here, aside from doing inventory. She mostly does paperwork

or manages the game schedule,” Victoria explained, eyes occasionally looking for the girl too.

“You know, organizing stuff. I think Mitch would be lost without her.”

I nodded in acknowledgement, but couldn’t respond because Taylor came out of the back

now with a box in her hands. Seeing her coming, I kicked off my shoes in preparation for trying

the skates on. She set the box on an empty chair next to me, grabbed the first skate, and pulled

out the brown paper that had been stuck into the boot. Then, with the skate in hand, she knelt in

front of me and held it up so I could get my foot in.

After I put my foot in the boot and while she laced it up, I watched her curiously, trying to

figure her out. My first impression had been that she was shy, but now I didn’t think that was the



case. Most timid people I’d met in my life talked a little bit, but didn’t make eye contact, and

their body language portrayed their insecurity. Every so often while Taylor tied my skates her

head would lift enough for her brown eyes to lock on mine for just a second from underneath the

bill of her hat, and then she’d go back to watching the laces in her hands. She couldn’t be shy.

My second thought was that maybe she was way too apathetic, and perhaps a little bit stuck

up, but she was too helpful for that to be. An apathetic person wouldn’t kneel on the ground and

tie the skates when I was perfectly capable of doing it myself, which she knew since I’d played

against her last weekend, unless she’d forgotten who I was. Nor would an apathetic person be

holding out a hand to me as Taylor was now, offering to help me out of my seat. She had

definitely piqued my curiosity. So much so that Victoria cleared her throat at me as I now stood

on the skates, eyes still locked on the girl in the blue hat.

“How do you like them?” Victoria asked, both of us watching Taylor’s back as she,

uncomfortable that I’d been staring at her, retreated to the back room of the pro shop. When she

disappeared from sight Victoria slapped me in the arm with the back of her hand, angrily

whispering in case Taylor could still hear us. “Don’t even think about it. I know that look. You

get that look when you’re on the prowl.”

“Ow,” I whined, rubbing my arm where she’d smacked me. “I wasn’t doing anything. I’m

just curious, that’s all.”

Clearly not believing me, Victoria sighed and rolled her eyes. “What do you think of the

skates?”

Before answering I coasted around the chairs on the cement floor a couple times, and then

stopped in the same spot in front of her. “They’re fine, I like them.”

She watched me as I sat back down and began to undo the laces. “Do you want to try on any

more before you get them?”

I shook my head as I pulled off the first one. “No, it’s okay. I don’t want to think any more

about the money I’m paying because you want to spend every minute of your life with me.”

My teasing only caused her to grin victoriously. “Yeah, your gayness works to my advantage

sometimes.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?” I asked with a chuckle as I pulled off the other skate and

began to put my shoes back on.

“I know you’re secretly in love me.” She winked playfully.

“Oh yeah, that,” I agreed, overly sarcastic and sealing that sarcasm with an eye roll.

After I set the box of skates on the counter I let Victoria drag me over to the helmet section.

It only took about a minute of looking before she grabbed a box labeled ‘small’ with a black

helmet inside and pulled it out, shoving it roughly onto my head. Wincing and then glaring that

she found it funny, I waved her hands away so I could do the straps on my own, gently.



Even though I’d managed to do that part painlessly, the second I had it buckled she grabbed

the cage and gave it a hard shake. “It feels loose. You have the tiniest head.”

“You’re abusive,” I grumbled, straightening the now crooked helmet back on my head while

she just giggled. “Yeah, it feels a little big.”

“I think we can adjust it though,” she said thoughtfully, and then waved for me to follow her

to the counter. “Becks?” she called politely as we reached the counter. When Taylor appeared,

she pointed to the helmet. “Do you have a screwdriver?”

Taylor nodded, and grabbed a screwdriver from the tool counter before coming around to

stand directly in front of me. I almost flinched when she reached up to grab the helmet, but then

remembering it was only Victoria who was rough, I remained still. Taylor held the helmet in

place with her right hand as she loosened the screws with her left, putting me in a perfect

position to look at the bottom half of her tattoo. It was colorful, with mostly blacks and whites,

blues, and hints of purple making up what looked like solar systems with a few different colored

planets. The focus of the tattoo, however, was a constellation, that if I recalled correctly was the

sign for Aquarius, with what must be a birthdate swirled beneath it. As she finished adjusting the

size of the helmet and pulled her arms away I caught a glimpse of another constellation, half

hidden by the sleeve of her shirt, making me wonder how many there were.

Now that the helmet had been adjusted, I gave my head a shake, smiling happily that it rested

securely on my head. “Feels good.” While I took it off and put it back in the box, I grinned

appreciatively at Taylor. “Thanks.”

She nodded and gave a small smile as she rang up the items, and at seeing the final five

hundred dollar price I turned to Victoria and gawked. “You are so buying me dinner tonight.”

“I work tonight,” she laughed, pulling out her cellphone to check the time. “Actually, I work

in less than an hour.” I finished signing the receipt, and after giving Taylor another thankful

smile we made our way to the exit. “You know what we can do though? Let’s go get food, and

then you can hang out with me in the scorekeeper’s box while I work.”

I opened the passenger door of her car, throwing my new goodies in the back seat as I

hopped in. “You sure that’s okay?”

“Yeah, Mitch doesn’t care as long as I don’t get too distracted.” Victoria shrugged

nonchalantly. “What are you in the mood for?”

“Definitely some takeout Chinese,” I answered almost instantly.

She grinned. “It’s like you’re reading my mind.”

When we got back to the rink after picking up our dinner, Victoria directed me to the

scorekeeper’s box on the back side of the second rink to wait for her while she went to grab the

electronic control box. By the time she grabbed the box and came to sit down with me at her

station there were already players on the rink, warming up for the game. I watched while she



hooked up the control box and put in a warm up time that, after she hit enter, flashed on the large

scoreboard above the rink.

“There’s so many buttons,” I mused as I studied the device, which was similar to a computer

keyboard only with numbers and brightly colored buttons, some with entire phrases on them.

Victoria laughed and gave a shrug. “I only use like eight of them. See, home score and away

score.” She pointed to two of the buttons, one blue and the other yellow, and then to two more

buttons with plus one and minus one on them. “Then you can add or subtract one. Then you have

home and away penalty buttons, and you use the same plus one for a two minute penalty, see?”

She pointed to the plus one button, showing me that it had two minutes in small print below the

number one. “Then there’s time,” she pointed to another key, “Just put it in with the numbers and

press enter. Pretty easy.”

While I nodded to her explanation I pulled her to-go box out of the plastic bag and set it in

front of her, then grabbed my own. With the sound of the buzzer at the end of warm up, Victoria

put in the amount of time for the period, waited for the ref to drop the first puck to start the

clock, and then began to dig in to her food. It didn’t seem to me like she was paying too much

attention to the game and was focusing more on eating, but I underestimated her multi-tasking

skills, because every time there was a shot on goal, she marked a tick on her score sheet.

“You really have to keep track of shots?” I asked in shock as I swallowed an enormous bite

of orange chicken.

She laughed, shoving some chow mein into her mouth. “Yeah. This might be the beer league,

but some of these guys take it seriously.”

At the sound of a whistle alerting Victoria to a goal, she glanced up at the clock to record the

time it was scored at on the score sheet, and then entered it using the buttons she’d showed me

while a ref came over to the glass.

The ref pressed his mouth to a small hole in the glass so Victoria could hear him. “Twentyseven with the goal, number one with the assist.”

Victoria nodded while he skated away and recorded the players’ numbers, offering an

explanation when she noticed me leaning over curiously. “We keep records of the goals and post

them on the rinks website. Makes it more fun I guess.”

“Really?” Curious to see it, I pulled out my cellphone and opened up the Internet browser.

“What’s that team you play for? Not the tournament team,” I asked her, knowing she also played

in a recreational league during the week.

“It’s posted by league,” she told me, marking another tally for a shot on goal. “You’ll see my

name on there. The Tuesday night gold league.”

Following her information, I pulled up the rink’s website and searched for the league she

played in. “It’s coed?” I asked, surprised to see male names in the stats.



She nodded, but couldn’t answer because another goal was scored, and she busied herself

with pressing buttons and recording numbers. A couple seconds later, as I was scrolling down to

find her name, she responded. “Most teams are only men. Speaking of which. This season is just

starting up. Do you want to play with us? It’s some of the girls from Cyclones and a few guys.”

“You love making me spend my money, don’t you?” I asked with a playful glare, to which

she did some signature eye batting. “Yeah, I’ll play.” Not finding Victoria’s name the first time

through, I scrolled back to the top of the page, where a familiar name at the very top of the list

caught my eye. “Dude, how is Taylor Becks top scorer in the whole league? Doesn’t she play

defense?”

“Don’t tell me you’re surprised,” Victoria chuckled. “You saw how much she kicks ass in the

tournament last weekend, and she was just coasting.”

Still in shock, I shook my head and put my phone back in my pocket. “How is she so good?

That’s not natural.”

“I’m pretty sure she’s always here, playing,” she told me, and then emphasized again,

“Always.”

Done eating and too full to even sit straight, I closed the lid of my takeout box and pushed it

aside. Then I stared through the glass of the rink toward the front desk, where I could barely see

the top of a royal blue hat from behind a computer screen. “For real, what’s the deal with her?”

“I really don’t know.” Victoria shrugged and followed my gaze to the front desk. “She just

doesn’t talk to anyone, except Mitch. The only time she’s ever said anything to me was when I

first started working here and nobody else was around to tell me how to work this thing.” She

pointed to the control box.

“She doesn’t talk to anyone,” I repeated, mostly to myself, and my eyes followed Taylor as

she got up from the front desk to walk into the pro shop. “What does psych-major-Vic have to

say about that?”

Again Victoria shrugged. “I mean, she can talk, so she’s not mute. The only thing I can think

of is trauma or something, but even then, from what I’ve studied, most people who don’t talk

because of trauma don’t speak to anyone, and it’s usually kids. And I know she talks to Mitch

pretty regularly. So I don’t really know.”

“And you call me emotionally unavailable?” I asked sarcastically, and Victoria just rolled her

eyes at me. “Are her and Mitch like… you know, together?”

It took Victoria a second to catch my tone, but when she did she vigorously shook her head.

“Oh no, if anything he’s more like a big brother, or a dad even. And I’m pretty sure she’s into

girls.”

“What makes you say that?”

Victoria held up a finger for me to wait one second as another goal was scored, and when she

was done recording the information she continued. “Well, you know how we travel for



tournaments?” I nodded. “One tournament, after the games, we went to a club like we usually do,

and she was there with some of the Misconducts. Long story short, I saw her leave with a girl

that I didn’t recognize from hockey.”

“How does she pick up chicks if she doesn’t talk to them?” My eyebrows furrowed in

confusion.

“Hell if I know,” Victoria laughed. “But don’t all girls love the silent mysterious type?”

“I guess,” I chuckled, imagining how I could see myself falling for something like that. “So

she hooks up.”

The buzzer for the end of the period went off, and Victoria put in a minute for break before

turning to face me. “I wouldn’t say she hooks up. Past few years we’ve been to plenty of travel

tournaments, and I’ve seen her out quite a few times, and that was the only time I ever saw her

leave with someone.”

“That’s so weird,” I said thoughtfully, and then thinking that that could have been taken in a

derogatory way added, “Like, weird in an interesting way.”

“Sure, I guess,” was the apathetic, uninterested answer I got from Victoria.

“You’re not at all intrigued by it?” I asked, somewhat shocked.

“It’s interesting, but obviously she doesn’t want people knowing about her life, so I’m not

going to dwell on it,” Victoria answered, and then took a thoughtful breath. “Besides, I tried

talking to her when I first started working here because I used to be curious, but you can’t crack

her. She’ll sit there and listen to you all day and not say a single thing.” I nodded, eyes fixed on

the door where Taylor had disappeared, enthralled. “Anyway, enough about Becks. First game of

the season is on Tuesday, at eight.”

I tore my gaze away from the pro shop to focus on Victoria. Even though I managed to give

her my attention, however, in the back of my mind I was still wondering about Taylor Becks.

Never before had I heard of someone choosing not to talk, and I could feel a part of me just

dying to know why.

September 13

I pulled up to the rink Tuesday night and strolled into the building with my enormous hockey

bag hanging off my back. There were computer screens at the front desk with all the games listed

on them, so I made my way over, trying to decipher the list to find out where I needed to go.

Mitch was at the front desk talking on the phone, and when he hung up and I still hadn’t figured

it out, he tried to help.

“You’re Vic’s friend, right?” he asked, making his way to the side of the front desk where

the display screens were, and I nodded. “What was your name again?”



“Jordan,” I told him and he nodded in remembrance. “She didn’t even tell me the team

name.”

“Figures,” he laughed, and then leaned over so he could see the screens that were facing

outward.

As he searched, Taylor came out of the small office behind the front desk and sat in a chair

near the phone. I tried not to stare as she did, but I took in her attire before she noticed I was

watching. Same style of skinny jeans she’d been wearing the other day, just slightly baggy from

her shins to her ankles, with a red shirt under a black zip-up jacket. Her layered hair, which now

was down and straightened, fell to her shoulder blades. She wore a different hat today, which

was all black and instead of being a trucker style was a flat-billed ball cap.

When Mitch found what he was looking for, he pointed. “Pansy Slappers. Locker room three,

and you’re going to be on the first rink right here.”

“Pansy Slappers,” I scoffed, shaking my head in embarrassment. “You’re kidding me.”

Mitch laughed, and at the same time I also heard Taylor give a quiet chuckle at the team

name. So, she has a sense of humor. “Afraid not,” he told me, still smiling to himself.

“Alright, thanks.” I thanked him and turned for the locker rooms.

When I arrived at locker room three I pushed open the door and searched for Victoria, who

grinned when she saw me. She shoved aside some of the gear that she’d laid across the bench

next to her to clear a spot for me, and I made my way to sit down, dropping my bag with a thud.

“Here, Nick gave me your gear for Cyclones.” She reached into her bag and pulled out the

pair of hockey pants, gloves, and one dark and one light jersey that she promised I’d get from the

Cyclones’ sponsors.

“Sweet. Then here,” I started, reaching into my own bag, pulling out all the gear I’d

borrowed from the team, and throwing it messily on Victoria’s bag, “Is all your stuff.”

“Gee, thanks,” she grumbled, kicking away the gear so she could get into her bag.

“Hey, Vic.” One of the guys in the locker room threw a ball of tape at her to get her attention,

and then pointed at me. “You going to introduce your girl?”

“Oh yeah,” she said, and spoke loudly so everyone could hear. “This is Jordan.” Then,

talking to me, she went around pointing at a few of the girls on one side of the locker room.

“You already know Charlie, Grace, and Holly.” Then she pointed to four guys on the opposite

side. “This is Tommy, Jeff, that goon is Phil, and the goalie over there is Ben.”

Each of the guys waved and said ‘nice to meet you,’ and then everyone went back to putting

on their gear. Since I was the last one into the locker room, I was the last one to finish getting

ready, and by the time I made it onto the rink there were only thirty seconds left of warm up

time. When the game started I sat the first shift out, and by the time I’d served three shifts and

the period was almost over, nobody had scored yet. So when I stepped onto the rink at the

beginning of the second period, I was determined to get at least one goal.



I lined up at the faceoff against a guy from the other team, and the moment the ref dropped

the puck I hit it forward. Racing past the player I picked up the puck, already also past the other

two players who’d lined up parallel to me on the outsides of the faceoff circle. All that was left

was the final defenseman. As I neared him I gently sent the puck between his legs and gained a

burst of speed, and picking it up on the other side of him I had a clear shot on the goal. Bringing

back my stick for a wind up I coasted right, then sent the puck sailing at the top right corner of

the net, dropping my head in disappointment when the goalie gloved it.

When the ref retrieved the puck from the goalie we all lined up for another faceoff, this time

close to the other team’s net. I let the other offense man from my team take it while I lined up on

the inside, directly in front of the goalie, watching intently as the ref dropped the puck. My

teammate managed to send it backward to our defense, which then sent it up the boards and

behind the net. I got behind the net right as the puck did, and stopped with my back almost

against the boards, cradling it on my stick and watching for some kind of opportunity. My

teammates were lining up in position, trying to get open for a pass, each covered by one of the

other team’s players.

Then the player who was supposed to be guarding me started to come around the net. My

back was too close to the boards for him to go behind, so I knew he was going to try to pick up

the puck as he passed between the net and me. Right as he got to me and was about to take a

swipe, I tapped the puck forward, ricocheting it off the bottom of the goal and around him while

he went skating by. Now was my chance. As I caught the puck, I noticed the goalie was eyeing

his player to see if he’d managed to get it from me, meaning I only had a second to act. A second

was all it took as I shot forward, leading with my stick as I cut a tight circle to the front edge of

the net and slammed the puck in with a wraparound goal.

The ref pointed his hand at the net and blew his whistle, and as I skated to the bench for a

shift change I got pats on the back from my teammates. Near the end of the period the other team

managed to score, but by the end of the game I and another of my teammates had scored again,

bringing us a three-to-one win. Even though we were the victors, I skated back to the locker

room feeling less than celebratory.

I slumped onto the bench next to Victoria, and she watched me wince as I peeled off my

skates. “I should’ve broken my skates in slower.”

She sympathetically sucked in air through a clenched jaw as I took off my socks, revealing

four large blisters, one on each side of my heels. “At least they’ll be broken in for the tournament

in a few weeks,” she offered hopefully.

“Yeah, if my feet don’t fall off first,” I laughed, tossing my socks, which now had light blood

stains on them, into the trash.

One of the guys, Jeff, leaned over to look at it. “Shit bro. That looks nasty.”

“Thanks, bro,” I copied playfully.



“So…” Victoria started, eyeing me carefully. “Does this mean you’re not going to

scrimmage this weekend?”

I shot her a look, but didn’t say anything as Tommy, who’d also been looking at my blisters,

came to my defense. “No she’s not. We’re playing the first place team next week and we need

her in tippy top.” Victoria sighed disappointedly, but didn’t protest.

“Dear God, the things I put up with for you,” I whined, grimacing as I eased my stinging feet

into my sneakers. Victoria just grinned, batting those big blue eyes triumphantly.



Chapter 3

September 20

The PowerPoint slide the professor had been lecturing off of for the past hour was now

nothing but a bright blur in my vision, and his voice a muffled hum. He was talking about some

book. What was it again? A glance at the papers on my desk sparked a memory through my

boredom. Okay, maybe he was talking about poetry. Whatever it was I couldn’t have cared less. I

thought this general education stuff was crap anyway. What does a finance major want with a

literature class? That’s why I’d pushed it all off until my second to last semester of college.

It wasn’t just that English was my worst subject, but Tuesdays were my busiest days at

school. The first class of the day started at eight in the morning, and if it wasn’t bad enough

starting the day with an accounting class, there was a class on tax auditing right after that. Then,

just in case I wasn’t miserable enough, after literature I got to go to business statistics. After

having to be up early for class, sitting here listening to some guy talk about poetry was putting

me to sleep, and I didn’t have anything exciting to look forward to afterward.

“What about you,” the professor paused to look at his attendance sheet, “Jordan, what do you

think?”

Ah, shit. Being called on tore me from my staring marathon, and my heart skipped nervously

as the PowerPoint came into focus. Blinking away my indifference, I lifted my head from being

propped up in my hand and closed my mouth, which had been hanging open lethargically.

“Sorry, what?”

A slight smirk turned up the corner of the professor’s mouth. He probably called on me

because he knew I wasn’t listening. “What do you think Shakespeare’s doing with this sonnet?”

One of the students on the other side of the room straightened excitedly, and I could tell her

hand wanted to shoot up. Surely this was an easy question. The girl over there knew it, why

didn’t he call on her? “Declaring his love?” I said unsurely. We were talking about poetry right?

That seemed like a safe answer.



“Okay.” The professor nodded slightly, chuckling in amusement as I obviously took the easy

way out. But he didn’t let up. “And what’s different about the way he’s doing it?”

My eyes darted from him to the slide, and I skimmed the sonnet, trying to read it for the first

time. This was so humiliating. I could feel all eyes on me, waiting for me to come up with an

answer. I could also feel my cheeks starting to burn red. What’s different? The sonnet was

riddled with words like summer, wind, and other natural stuff. So I took a stab. “He’s using

nature?”

He made an unimpressed grimace, and after a moment of thought turned to the rest of the

class. “What do you guys think?”

The girl who’d been waiting to answer since I’d been called on threw her hand in the air, and

the professor pointed to her expectantly. “Most poets compared their lover to the beauty of

nature, but Shakespeare is saying the beauty of nature has a time limit.”

“Good,” the professor grinned excitedly. “Can you elaborate for me?”

Then the girl looked over at me with a smug smile before shifting straighter in her chair to

supply a deeper answer. I just rolled my eyes and tuned them out again, grumpily leaning back in

my seat and crossing my arms over my chest. Hope she has fun being the teacher’s pet. I sat

there for another torturous fifteen minutes before class was finally over, and after making it out

of the room I booked it to the other side of campus and to the table I always met Victoria at for

lunch, stopping to get an iced tea from the vending machine on the way.

Throwing my backpack on top of the table I collapsed into the seat across from her, burying

my face in my arms as she laughed knowingly. “Have a good time in lit class?”

“Shoot me,” I grumbled. Then, sitting up straight as a board, I folded my hands across the

tabletop and spoke in an annoyingly high and preppy voice. “Um, excuse me professor, but

Shakespeare is like, such a genius, and if you read one more sonnet I might get so excited I’ll

wet my pants.”

Victoria put down the water she was about to drink and snorted, then tried to answer through

laughter. “What’s got your panties in a bunch?”

I chuckled for a second and then sighed as I pulled a pear out of my backpack. “I’m just

tired. Next time I tell you I want to catch up and take six classes,” I paused and she nodded

expectantly. “Don’t let me.”

“Okay,” she giggled, opening the salad she’d bought from the cafeteria nearby. “Tell me

again why you picked business finance?”

“You mean aside from the likelihood of glamor and fortune?” I asked sarcastically, to which

she nodded. “Hell if I know.” She laughed and shook her head. “Maybe I should be a psych

major like you.”

“Yeah sure, if you want to spend a fortune because you can’t do much without a PhD.”

Victoria fell into a moment of thoughtful silence before her face lit up excitedly. “You know



what you should do? You should be in a movie, just one time, a really big movie. Then, when

you become a millionaire from it, you can retire and take care of both of us.”

At first I scoffed at the absurdity of it, then started to chuckle as I nodded. “Okay, you just let

me know when you find the part for me.”

“Deal,” she agreed with a grin. She took a bite of her salad and chewed as her blue eyes

scanned me over. “How’re your blisters?”

Since I was wearing flip-flops I raised one of my legs to show her, but I’d raised it too

quickly and hit my knee on the bottom of the table on accident. At the loud thud Victoria

grimaced, and my hand flew to my knee, rubbing out the pain as I whined ‘ouch.’ A few

moments later the pain subsided enough and I lifted up the bottom of my jeans so Victoria could

see that while the blisters were healing, they were still there. “They’re going to kill me tonight

when I start skating on them again.”

“Sorry.” She winced apologetically.

“I’ll live.” I shrugged, giving my bruised knee another rub. “We’re playing the first place

team?”

Full head of red hair bobbed in a vigorous nod. “Yeah, it’s a lot of girls from Misconducts

and some of their guy friends.”

Finishing off my pear I tossed it into a trashcan near the table and grabbed the sandwich I’d

made that morning. “Have you ever been in a fight with that team?” I asked, curious, since

whenever Victoria had mentioned the fights with the Misconducts she was never involved.

“Never. Mostly because I know a few of the girls, like Taylor.” She shook her head and then

pointed an accusing finger at me. “Don’t you fight either, girls hold grudges, and that is one hit

list you want to stay off of.”

I laughed and then gave her a reassuring nod. “I won’t.” I was about to ask if Taylor Becks

ever got into fights when my phone started vibrating in my pocket. It startled me so much that I

jumped, knocking over my tea, which spilled over the side of the table and onto a part of my leg.

“Hello?” I nearly growled into the phone as I stood, roughly wiping away the drops that hadn’t

yet soaked in. Luckily my jeans were dark, so the stain wouldn’t be too noticeable during my

next class.

“You’re having one of those days,” I heard Victoria mumble sympathetically.

“Hey, Jordan,” the deep voice came over the other end. “I need you to work today.”

I held back a groan, mentally kicking myself for not checking the caller ID. “What time?”

“Four to ten.”

I put my hand over the receiver and looked at Victoria. “What time’s the game tonight?”

“Six-thirty,” she told me, stretching to put her own food in the trashcan.

“I can’t work tonight, Ben,” I told him, crossing my fingers that I even had an option. “I

already have a commitment.”



He sighed. “You know, Jordan, it wouldn’t kill you to be more of a team player. I’m

disappointed.”

I rolled my eyes, holding back an annoyed obscenity. Not only was he pulling the typical

‘team player’ crap, but he was patronizing me like he always did. Because of this, and the fact

that Ben just loved making me look bad, there would probably be a team meeting sometime soon

about how all of us employees could help each other out more. “Yeah well, sorry,” was my

apathetic response.

Without saying anything back he hung up, and I put my phone back into my pocket with a

shrug. Victoria just giggled, knowing how thin my patience with my manager had been growing

since I started working at the bookstore a few months ago. “I think he’s got some creepy crush

on you,” she teased.

“That’s a mental image I don’t need,” I sighed disgustedly. “What I do need is a new job.”

“Oh, one of the scorekeepers at the rink is quitting,” she beamed excitedly. “You should

come work with me.”

“I’ll think about it.” Polishing off the last of my sandwich I couldn’t help but laugh. Victoria

had been my best friend for as long as I could remember, but sometimes it still shocked me that

she never got sick of me. “I got to go, see you tonight.”

She waved while I threw my backpack over my shoulder and began to head to statistics. As I

neared the door of the classroom I suddenly grew nervous. Last week we’d had a big exam, and

frankly, the only reason I was staying afloat in this class was because of the homework. Even

that was lucky, since most other teachers didn’t offer any homework credit. The door to the room

swung shut behind me, and the nerves in my stomach multiplied. To prepare for this test I’d

studied for two weeks, so if that paper showed less than a ‘B’, I figured I might as well drop out

of school now.

The professor was nowhere in sight, but the finished exams were spread out on a table at the

front of the room. With a sigh I made my way over, shuffling through the papers until I found the

one with my name on it. At the sight of it my heart dropped, a ‘D’?

The guy who usually sat next to me in class came up beside me and grabbed his own test,

grumbling when he saw it, “Fuck me sideways.”

I craned my neck to see his score, and then showed him my paper. “You’re not the only one.”

At least his ‘F’ made me feel a little better, but as I made my way to my seat and plopped

down into it, highly disheartened, I realized that so far, today was not going well. At least there

was a game tonight. Hockey always put me in a better mood. I tried to focus as best as I could

for the rest of the class while the professor went over the exam, and when I got home after school

I studied until it was time to leave for the game.

Victoria was getting out of her car when I pulled into a parking spot in front of the rink, and

she grinned when she saw me. After I grabbed all of my gear out of the trunk I followed her in



and to the front desk so she could see which rink and locker room we were in. “Hi, Mitch. Hey,

Taylor,” she greeted the pair behind the front desk.

Mitch was on the phone so he just waved, and Taylor turned from the side-facing computer

to give Victoria a small smile and write on a white piece of paper. Does she always wear hats? I

wondered as after she smiled at Victoria she glanced at me from beneath a white and green ball

cap, her hair once again pull into a bun behind it, while her hand continued to scribble away on

the paper. Her rich brown eyes lingered on me for a few seconds while I scanned her face, the

light freckles, the dark green tank top she was wearing, and then the tattoo. By the time she

realized I was staring again and turned back to the computer, I’d counted four constellations.

“J,” Victoria called, already on the way to the locker room and turning back when she

realized I wasn’t following. Hustling over to her with what must have been a surprised look on

my face, she rolled her eyes. “What did I tell you?”

“Hm?” I asked, taking stride beside her.

“Taylor,” she said expectantly. “Don’t even try, okay?”

I knew what she was getting at, but decided to tease anyway. “What?”

She gave an aggravated sigh. “Are you even listening to me?” Then she stopped and grabbed

my shoulders, forcing me to look her in the eyes. “If by some odd miracle you actually got into

her pants, you’d never even look at her again. Then it would be really awkward for everyone,

especially me because I work here. So don’t even try.”

“I didn’t even think about that until now,” I told her defensively. “And that’s offensive,” I

grumbled, only half-faking my offense as she dropped her arms and started walking again toward

the locker room.

In truth, it really actually was insulting, and my ego took a bit of a hit. Though, Victoria

didn’t seem to mind. “Yeah, well, it’s true,” she said.

I was trying to come up with some smartass comment, something to tease her with, before I

realized she wasn’t kidding. At that realization my feeling of being insulted grew. Did she think I

had a one-track mind? “That’s really what you think?”

With another sigh, this time conciliatory, she stopped to face me again. “No. And don’t look

at me like that, I’m not judging you.” She added the last part when she saw the angry scowl on

my face. “You just have to keep that stuff away from the rink. Remember what happened with-”

“Don’t say her name,” I interrupted hastily. She was talking about my ex, Nicole, who I’d

dated for a year. I’d met her two years ago through Victoria. Nicole used to live local and played

on the travel team with the Cyclones, but after our bad breakup she moved up north, and now

played for another team.

Victoria shrugged and kept from finishing the sentence. “Okay, all I’m saying is now

whenever there’s a big tournament you’re going to see her. I don’t like seeing you get hurt…”



“Geez, okay,” I said. I never liked it when she got all sympathetic and caring on me. “She

didn’t hurt me,” I added, again defensively, even though I could tell she didn’t believe me. Then

put in for good measure, “And I wasn’t thinking about Taylor like that.”

“No?” Victoria scoffed. “You don’t think she’s hot?”

I couldn’t help but smirk. When she put it that way… “Well, I mean, yeah.”

Victoria just gave an amused laugh and turned to continue toward the locker room a few

doors down. “I swear to God,” she threatened playfully.

Chuckling at her amusement I followed her into the locker room, where we got dressed with

the rest of the team. During warm ups everyone passed the puck around, playfully tackling each

other and severely butchering any trick shot we could think of. At the start of the game I sat out

the first shift with Victoria and a couple other players on the bench. When the ref dropped the

puck, I noticed a familiar player on the other team.

“Hey, Holly,” I said, leaning forward to get Holly’s attention. “Your bestie is here.” With

that I nodded toward a girl on the rink, number eighteen, the forward she’d gotten in a fight with

during the tournament.

Holly gave a dry laugh and nodded. “Yeah, this’ll be fun.”

At that I glanced at Victoria, who sat between Holly and me, and snickered when she rolled

her eyes. When the time came to switch, we went out onto the rink and played our two-minute

shift before coming back onto the bench. As I sat down again, I could tell I was going to be in

pain for the rest of the game. There was already an unpleasant burning at my heels, letting me

know my blisters were flaring up again. Kicking my feet back so all the pressure was on my toes

instead of the backs of my feet, I watched the game.

The faceoff was down in our zone, and as soon as the puck was dropped it was sent back to

Taylor Becks. One of our offensive players skated toward her, so she threw the puck across the

rink to her other defender. The second the other defender got the puck Taylor flew past our

player and shot up the middle, receiving the puck back as she did. Realizing it, one of our

defenders left the man he was guarding closer to the corner to go after Taylor. She was at the top

of the circles now, and as he got to her she bent one knee, brought the puck across her body with

the toe of her stick and passed him. Now that she was by our defender she crossed the puck in

front of the goalie to the right side of the net, and on her backhand sent the puck into the top of

the net.

“Top shelf!” one of the guys on her team yelled excitedly as he leaned over the boards,

pounding on them with his glove, and I almost laughed at how easy she made it look.

“Shit,” Victoria said, sounding like she wanted to laugh too. “We’re only five minutes into

the game.”

Everyone lined up back in the center of the rink for another faceoff, and as soon as the

referee dropped the puck it was thrown to our defender. There were a couple passes up the rink,



but eventually, and not surprisingly, as soon as our forward tried to get around Taylor the puck

was turned over to the other team. Luckily, the next shot on our goal didn’t go in, and as the ref

blew the whistle one of our guys came in for a change. Holly went out for him on defense, and

lined up for the faceoff in front of our net.

Victoria tapped me on the arm with her glove and motioned over to Holly. “Hey, watch this.”

I wasn’t sure exactly what she was talking about, but I had my eyes on Holly, and I watched

as she received a pass near the corner. A moment later the forward she’d fought with during the

tournament skated by, hitting Holly hard with her hip and sending her flying into the boards.

Holly went crashing down with a loud thud, and the ref who’d seen it blew his whistle to take

number eighteen over to the penalty box.

“How on earth did you know that was going to happen?” I asked in shock as Holly pushed

herself onto her knees, shaking out her head before she stood all the way up again.

“I told you, grudges.” Victoria raised an ‘I told you so’ eyebrow at me. “And that is why you

don’t want to get in fights in the women’s league.”

While the forward went into the penalty box, all the players from our team except for Holly

came in for a switch, and I gave Holly a pat on the back as I passed her to head for the faceoff.

We were out there for two minutes until the penalty was over, unable to score because Taylor

was on defense. The worst part of the penalty, however, was that as soon as number eighteen

stepped out of the box, Holly got her revenge. The second she caught sight of the forward she

rushed over, grabbed her stick in both hands, and shoved the girl hard into the boards in the form

of a brutal crosscheck. I almost smacked my head at the sight of it, and chuckled as Holly

immediately, and with urgency, made her way into the penalty box, knowing she’d get hit by

another player coming to their teammate’s defense if she stayed on the rink a moment longer.

Even though Holly’s hit was somewhat entertaining, it didn’t help the rest of the game. Once

a big hit like that occurs the amount of physical contact during a game escalates. By the middle

of the third period we were down four goals, my blisters were hurting so bad I could barely

skate, and I’d been dropped on my ass so many times because of the escalation that I was sore all

over. The worst of the hits I’d taken resulted in me hitting the ground leading with my shoulder,

which was bruised now and still throbbing from pain.

It hurt just to move as I stepped out on the rink for my next shift with Victoria. Needless to

say, I was frustrated, and I’m pretty sure everyone was on the verge of snapping. I took the

faceoff as everyone lined up in our zone, and with the strength of fury smacked the puck past the

other team’s player as the ref dropped it and rushed forward. I picked up the puck, fueled by my

frustration as I shot down the rink. I didn’t even have to worry about getting by Taylor, since

she’d been so close during the faceoff that I’d already passed her. There was just one defender as

I made my way up the boards, and using the boards to ricochet the puck around her, I passed my

last obstacle.



It was just the goalie and I now, and before I got too close I brought my stick back to wind

up, and then brought it down hard, sending the puck flying at the goal in a slap shot. Good thing

I still had my speed, because the puck went soaring over the net and fell to the rink as it hit the

glass. But when I got to the puck I had to stop before my momentum sent me crashing into the

boards. This stop was all it took for one of the other team’s players to catch up, and while I had

my back to the rink the player got behind me, pinning me against the boards as their stick

reached around me to try and get the puck.

I stifled an agonized cry. The move was completely legal, and I knew it, but in pinning me

the player had hit my injured shoulder with their elbow, and a mixture of the frustration and all

the pain I was feeling caused me to boil over. I forgot the puck, pushed hard off the boards, and

spun around. Leading with my arm I caught the player around the neck and threw them to the

ground. As the girl crashed to the floor I half-expected her to immediately jump back up and

deck me, but she didn’t.

Those bright brown eyes were more shocked than furious, and I had hardly registered it was

Taylor I threw before one of her teammates came to avenge her. A pair of gloves caught me in

the chest and sent me flying backwards before I even had a chance to react, and I let out an

audible ‘oomph’ as I hit the ground. From lying flat on my back I lifted my head for a second to

see that the player had helped Taylor up and that they were making their way to the benches, and

then laid my head back for another second to recover from the blow.

While I recovered, Victoria’s face appeared above me, and she giggled as she shook her head

at me. “I told you not to fight.”

Then she offered a hand to help me up, and I didn’t need to be told to know I had to make my

way to the penalty box. When the player who’d knocked me to the ground and I got into our

boxes and after the game had resumed, Victoria made her way over.

“I told you not to get any ideas about her,” she said, talking about Taylor, and laughing hard

to herself. “I didn’t say to hit her.”

I scowled at her from beneath my helmet. “I didn’t know it was her.” Then I took my hand

out of my glove and pulled my jersey away from my shoulder to show her the bruise. “She hit

my shoulder.”

When I replaced the jersey back onto my shoulder I glanced over to the other team’s bench,

and my eyes met Taylor’s for a split second before she hastily looked away. Had she been

watching me? My cheeks flared at the pang of shame I felt. It was more likely that she’d been

glaring at me.

“At least it was Taylor you hit,” Victoria mused, and I couldn’t refrain from raising an

eyebrow at her. “She won’t be out for blood next time we play her. She’s not the type.”

“That just makes me feel worse,” I stated, dropping my head. When I looked up again

Victoria was eyeing me thoughtfully, and I could tell she was trying to figure out my mood.



“Today’s been the worst, I can just tell this week is going to suck,” I explained. After a moment

of thought I gave a cheery smile. “At least we can hit the bar this weekend.”

Victoria just laughed and shook her head at me. “I knew you were going to say that.”



Chapter 4

September 24

“Okay, Vic, count of three.” I grinned at her mischievously as I grabbed the small shot glass

in front of me. Once she did the same I began, “One… two… three.”

At three we both threw back the glasses. With the last of the tequila gone I took a lime from

the small bowl between us, and bit into it before the sting of the liquor set in. Through the loud

music I heard Victoria give a disgusted groan as she tossed her lime into a trashcan behind the

bar we sat at, throwing a hand up triumphantly when it landed in.

I thought about trying to make my own into the trash, but reconsidered as I realized I was too

tipsy to make it, and the bartender wouldn’t be happy with having to clean it up. “How is it

you’ve got such a high tolerance?” I asked Victoria as she took a swig of the beer in front of her.

She laughed at me and shrugged. “I’m Irish, it’s in my blood.”

Shaking my head in disbelief I scanned the bar. A few of the girls from Cyclones fluttered

around since we’d just come from a scrimmage. Instead of going to The L like we usually did,

they wanted to come and try out this gay bar one of them had discovered in Long Beach. It was

busy, even for a Saturday night, but Victoria and I had managed to grab seats at the bar. To the

left of the bar that jutted out into the middle of the venue there was varied seating and some

billiards tables. To the right of the bar was a small stage with a live DJ and an equally small

dance floor, but people still made use of it.

As I glanced back toward the billiards tables I caught the eye of a girl who was playing with

a few friends. She was certainly attractive. What appeared to be dark green eyes studied me from

behind long, curly, light-brown hair. Tall and slender, her tight fitted jeans and gray t-shirt

hugged her curves perfectly, and she leaned against the pool stick, a relaxed hip stuck out. When

my eyes made it back to her face her lips turned up into a consenting smile, and I gave a coy

smirk in return.

“Who are you making eyes at?” Victoria asked teasingly, leaning forward to try and follow

my gaze.

Her question tore my focus away from the girl, and I chuckled as I turned my attention back

to her. “The girl playing pool. Tall, brunette, gray shirt,” I told her without looking back in that



direction. It was all part of the game. I’d given a smile, but couldn’t make eye contact again until

either she or I made a move, which I would, in a while.

Victoria discreetly looked over, knowing I wouldn’t want her to make it too obvious. “Oh,

she’s cute.”

“Mhm,” I agreed, drinking the last of the beer I had and setting the bottle aside. Then I

looked at Austin, who while we’d been sitting at the bar had been standing beside Victoria, arm

draped around her waste. “Austin, how come you’re always the DD? Vic doesn’t let you have

any fun?”

He laughed and shook his head, taking a small sip of the one beer he’d be allowed all night.

“I don’t mind. She can’t keep her hands off me when she’s drunk.”

I snickered as she hit him playfully in the arm, and then she gave a ‘whatever’ shrug as she

leaned her head on his chest. After a few moments of silence she got the bartender’s attention

and ordered three more shots.

“Okay, quarters.” She grinned as he brought over three small glasses of tequila. “First one to

make it in wins.”

“Loser takes two?” I asked, setting one of the glasses next to Victoria, the other in the

middle, and the final one next to me.

When she’d finished fishing a quarter out of her purse she nodded with an evil grin. I

couldn’t help but laugh as I already bowed my head in defeat. She knew she was going to win.

Not only was her tolerance greater than mine, but she’d also always had impeccable aim. Lining

up her shot, she closed one eye and then hammered the quarter onto the top of the bar. It bounced

up and hit the edge of my glass, and with a happy laugh I caught it before it rolled off and onto

the floor.

Now it was my turn. I tried to copy her line up, closing one eye and pulsing my hand toward

her small cup. Then I let the quarter fly, sending it far over her glass to where Austin had to slam

his hand on it so it wouldn’t land in somebody else’s drink. Recovering the coin, Victoria took

another shot, and this time it landed in my glass.

She threw a victorious arm up again and then pointed at me. “Drink!”

Rolling my eyes I quickly threw back both drinks and bit into a lime, sucking out as much of

the relieving juice as I could. As I pulled the fruit out of my mouth, the girl who I’d seen playing

billiards leaned between Victoria and I. She set a hand lightly on my thigh like she was using it

for balance, and waved her other arm to get the bartender’s attention. She’d come over sooner

than I thought.

“That was a pretty embarrassing loss,” she said teasingly, eyes meeting mine and then

glancing to the two empty shot glasses. Before I could respond the bartender came over for her

order. “Can I get a beer?” Then she looked back at me. “Would you like one?” The corner of her



mouth was turned up into a sly grin as she scanned my face. By the hand that now rested more

securely on my thigh, her intentions were clear. I nodded. “Make that two.”

“Think you could do better, huh?” I challenged with a smirk as the bartender walked away,

nodding my head toward the shot glasses. I could see Victoria sneakily straighten up to look at

me from over the girl’s shoulder and give me a wink.

The brunette laughed and shook her head. “No, I’m shit at quarters.” The bartender returned

with the drinks and she handed one to me as she turned around to lean her elbows back against

the bar. “Kelsey.” She smiled, sticking her hand out.

“Jordan,” I responded, taking it to shake. Then, to be polite, I pointed at my companions.

“This is Victoria, and her boyfriend, Austin.”

“Nice to meet you guys.” Kelsey gave a casual wave, then her eyes looked from me to

Victoria and Austin. “I got another game, if you’re interested.” We all nodded, and so she turned

around and ordered five more shots. While the bartender filled each of the glasses she explained.

“You’ve all played never have I ever?” We all nodded again. “Okay, same thing, but if someone

says something and you have done it, shot’s yours.” Then she pointed at Austin. “Gentlemen

first.”

“Alright,” he started thoughtfully, and then looked at me with cheeky grin. “Never have I

ever been skinny dipping.”

I glared at him playfully, knowing he’d heard Victoria tell the story millions of times, and

grabbed the first shot. “Cheers.”

Victoria was still laughing at me when we all turned to her, waiting for her to take her turn.

“Okay, I’ve never… flirted my way out of a ticket.”

“Oh, come on!” I complained as I grabbed another drink, but chuckled as I saw Kelsey pick

one up too.

She clinked her glass against mine and threw it back, and then looked thoughtfully toward

the ceiling since it was her turn. “Never have I ever been in handcuffs.” At that she waggled her

eyebrows teasingly.

All of us laughed and looked around at each other suspiciously. I dropped my jaw when I

saw Austin beam, and then Victoria shyly reach for a glass. “Vic!” I exclaimed in extremely

amused shock, her cheeks tinting the darkest shade of red I’d ever seen. “You sly dog, you,” I

chuckled as I hit Austin playfully in the arm.

Kelsey was grinning too, clearly amused, before she brought the last glass forward. “Last

shot, who’s it going to?” Then she looked at me.

“Hm,” I squinted at each of them thoughtfully. “I’ve never had a sex dream about a teacher.”

Victoria made a disgusted face and shook her head, and the same with Austin, but Kelsey just

laughed, shrugged indifferently, and took the last shot. As Kelsey was setting the glass down,

Charlie and another girl from hockey came over looking for a pair to challenge them at pool.



Austin and Victoria made a pair, and so seeing this as her chance, Kelsey leaned in to put her

hand on the small of my back and whisper in my ear. Victoria was watching me as Kelsey

extended an invitation, and she rolled her eyes when I playfully raised my eyebrows at her.

When Kelsey pulled away I nodded at her, and after a minute while she closed out her tab at

the bar, I stood to follow her out, waving goodbye to Victoria. “I’ll pick you up tomorrow,” she

called after me, and I blew her a friendly kiss.

“You live pretty close?” I asked to make conversation as I followed Kelsey to one of the

taxis that were waiting outside the bar for customers.

“Yeah, just down the street,” she answered while she held the door open for me. I got in and

slid all the way to the opposite window, and after she slid in so that her shoulder was against

mine, she leaned forward and gave her address to the driver.

It was quiet for a second as the driver pulled away from the bar, so I turned and leaned my

back against the door, giving a teasing grin. “Sex dream about the teacher, huh?”

An equally playful smile spread across her lips as she put her arm on the seat behind me, and

turned so we were sitting face to face. “Skinny dipping, huh?”

“I lost a bet,” I explained. I knew she was watching me as my eyes fell to her lips, then to her

low cut t-shirt, and I felt the hand of the arm that wasn’t across the seat slide up my thigh,

stopping just above my knee.

“She was young and attractive,” Kelsey offered her own explanation.

I was going to respond, but she wasn’t kidding about living close, because as I was about to,

we arrived. It was a little surprising to see a house, since I was expecting an apartment. So as she

paid and we got out of the cab, I teased, “You don’t live with your parents, do you?”

She grabbed my hand and led me to the front door as she laughed. “No, roommates. So, shh.”

She put her finger gently to my lips to instruct me to be as quiet as possible while we made our

way through the dark house.

Being quiet wasn’t necessarily difficult, until her drunkenness caused her to stumble and

shout a surprised and loud obscenity. At that point I snorted and threw a hand over my mouth to

suppress laughter. I heard her giggle as she continued to lead me through a narrow hallway, but

despite her warning neither of us was being particularly quiet. She was clumsy, and in my

intoxication I found every stumble hilarious.

Finally we made it to her bedroom and I followed her in, wincing as I closed the door behind

me a little harder than I’d meant to. “Sorry.”

I’d hardly finished whispering the apology before her lips were on mine. Though I was a bit

startled, I wasted no time returning the kiss, and her hands tangled encouragingly through my

hair. With my back against the door she was pressed tight against me, but I grabbed her waist

and turned us around so it was her back against the door. Now that I felt like I could take the



lead, I removed her fingers from my hair and lifted her arms, pinning them above her with one

hand while my other drifted beneath her shirt.

While I caressed the smooth skin of her torso her lips fell to my neck, and I tilted my head to

give the warmth of her mouth more access. Slowly and carefully I loosened my grip on her

hands, and when I was sure she would keep them up on her own I took hold of the bottom of her

shirt and lifted it over her head. I let my own lips work their way to her neck, and then her chest,

where she let me kiss for barely a second before she tugged off my shirt.

After that my mouth found its way back to her neck, and she tilted her head back against the

door, pressing herself harder into me as her hands worked the button of my jeans. She was eager,

and only had my jeans pushed down to my thighs when she left it for me to finish so she could

move to the clasp of my bra. I took my hands away from her for only a few moments so I could

push away the last of my clothing. Now that my body was bare I turned her again, pushing us

toward the bed, and when I finally got her to lie down I kissed at her neck for just a second

before I stripped her of the final barriers she wore.

Her fingers roamed the skin of my back, and with a light moan as I ran my tongue over the

most sensitive part of her chest they snaked their way back through my hair, begging me not to

stop. A minute later I kissed my way up to her mouth to let her hands resume exploring. I gave a

satisfied nibble as they massaged my chest, but as one of them moved down and got below my

hips I gently grabbed her wrist, stopping her progress and moving her back to my breast. The

same attempt was made a couple minutes later, and again I stopped her. But I knew she was

impatient to go further, and so to keep her above my waist I once more sucked at her neck while

I slid my own hand between her legs.

Whenever I went home with a girl, I never let them touch me. Not because of some weird

quirk, and it wasn’t about anything like saving myself for someone special. It was because I was

already getting what I wanted. I knew these girls didn’t love me. They barely even knew me. But

they wanted me, and that was something I never felt enough. I liked feeling wanted. More than

that, like now, when Kelsey let out a desperate whimper, I got to feel needed. And I got to feel

those things without investing anything real. Without risking anything real. I didn’t let them

touch me because they were already giving me enough, and I did what I could to give back.

September 25

It was a shiver that woke me this time, and when I opened my eyes to pull the blanket further

up I realized I was the only one in bed. At that realization I sat up and looked around, smiling

when I found that my head wasn’t pounding this morning. Not so deserving of a smile was the

fact that Kelsey was already awake, meaning I wouldn’t get to sneak out unnoticed. Eyeing my



cellphone on the floor near the bed I stretched for it, opening up my text messages when I had it

in my hands.

“Hey, you up yet?” I hit the send button, hoping Victoria was already awake.

I lay back down for a minute, struggling with my options. I could stay here until Victoria

arrived to pick me up, and then bolt out the door. Or I could work up the nerve to leave the room

and see where Kelsey was and what she was doing. Maybe she wasn’t even here anymore.

My phone vibrated next to me and I opened it up. “Yeah, ready for me to come get you?”

Luckily, despite my drunken stupor the night before, I’d been able to catch the address of the

house. “Please. 10 Broadway Ave, Long Beach. Thanks.”

“Be there in 30.”

Feeling that if Kelsey really was still home and that it would be a dick move for me to bolt

right away, I forced myself out of bed and got dressed. When I finally made it out into the living

room I could hear a faint shuffling in the kitchen, so with a deep sigh I made my way over. Sure

enough, Kelsey was sitting at the kitchen table with a cup of coffee and a bowl of cereal.

Glimpsing me from the corner of her eye she looked up and smiled. “Good morning.”

“Morning,” I said quietly, standing awkwardly near the door and starting to wish I’d just

chosen to make a run for it.

“Coffee?” she offered. She stood and made her way to the coffee pot, and when I didn’t

answer she glanced back at me and laughed. “Relax, I’m not going to ask for your phone number

or anything.”

Was I that obvious? At least I was able to chuckle a little, which eased enough tension for me

to be able to nod and sit at the table across from her. After setting a full cup down in front of me

she grabbed cream and sugar and set them in front of me too, then resumed her own seat.

“Thanks.” I forced a small smile and poured some creamer into the dark liquid.

She nodded and took a bite of cereal, and I could feel her watching me as I stirred my drink.

“You don’t need to be so nervous. I swear I don’t expect anything.” She paused for a moment,

still watching me thoughtfully. “We’re from the same boat you know, you and me.”

I stopped stirring and looked up at her with a raised eyebrow. “What do you mean?”

Her green eyes met mine, and even though she chuckled and shrugged, there was a hint of

sadness in them. “Happy folk don’t go home with strangers on the regular, and I can tell you

aren’t new to one night stands.” I looked away from her gaze, feeling somewhat ashamed, even

though her tone was far from judgmental. “What’s your malfunction?”

I couldn’t help but laugh at how she put it, but did I really want to answer? I barely even

knew her. The only reason Victoria even knew those things about me was because she was there

for it all. Something about Kelsey though, maybe it was her sense of familiarity, made me admit

the truth. Or, half the truth anyway. “My parents disowned me, and I’m not allowed to see my

little brother.” Then I did what I usually do. I shrugged. Played it off like it didn’t hurt.



“That’s rough,” Kelsey said sympathetically.

I shrugged again. “What about you?”

“I disowned my parents,” she told me, and then took another bite of food.

“What?” I scoffed, not sure I heard right. “How come?”

She gave a small laugh at my disbelief, but her smile soon disappeared. “They gave me a

choice. Live the way I want or live with them. So I left.”

“How old were you?” I asked, suddenly curious to hear her talk about it, even though I knew

I was breaking my rule about getting to know the girls I went home with. I couldn’t exactly take

off.

“Sixteen,” she answered nonchalantly. I grimaced at her age. At least I wasn’t just a kid

when I’d been kicked out.

“Where’d you go?”

“I had family.” Her eyes met mine again, and with a giggle she reached across the table and

ran her fingers through the side of my hair. “You’ve got bed head.”

I chuckled embarrassedly and smoothed my hair with my hands. We sat there for a minute in

silence, each of us sipping on our coffee, before I spoke again. “Are you happy?”

She seemed to think about it for a second before she gave a sort of half-nod and half-shrug.

“I get to be me. Which is more important, I think.”

The reasons why I did the things I did had always been obvious to me, but I pushed away any

conscious admissions. They lingered in the back of my mind, at the edges of my thoughts where

as long as I didn’t have too long to think to myself I wouldn’t have to face it. Kelsey, on the

other hand, seemed so comfortable with it, so accepting of her flaws. I’d never let myself dwell

on it because I didn’t see how accepting it would help me heal. I guess Kelsey was just proof I

was right.

“You think there’s a cure?” I asked with a dry laugh. “For people like us, with malfunctions.”

She laughed too, and shrugged again. “I don’t know. Love, maybe. But I don’t know if I’m

willing to risk it just yet.”

“Yeah,” I scoffed in agreement, and then my phone buzzed in my pocket. At the text from

Victoria I slowly stood. “My ride’s here.”

Kelsey nodded, and stood as well so that she could walk me to the door. When we reached it

I stepped out, turning back toward her and not knowing what to say. She broke the silence a

second later with a smile. “Good luck. With life and everything.”

“Thanks,” I smiled appreciatively, and then my heart dropped as she planted a delicate peck

on my cheek. It was almost too affectionate for me. “You too.”

With that I turned and made my way to Victoria’s car. I could feel her staring at me as I got

in, and she gawked until I put on my seatbelt. “You let her walk you to the door?”



“Yeah,” I answered while she pulled away from the curb, not wanting to make a big deal out

of it. “We just talked a little.”

“Really?” she asked quickly, and there was way too much hope in her voice.

“Don’t get excited,” I chuckled, knowing how badly she wished I’d get a relationship. “It

wasn’t anything.”

“Oh,” her voice fell, clearly disappointed. She recovered a second later though, and teasingly

poked at my neck. “Nice hickey.”

“Funny,” I mused, taking in her hooded sweatshirt, even though we lived in Southern

California and it was still seventy-five on a cold day. Suspicious, I pulled down the neck of the

jacket, and grinned triumphantly at the purple bruise on her skin. “I could say the same for you.”

She just giggled and smacked my hand away. “Want to get breakfast?” I mhm-ed, and we fell

silent for a minute. “What did you guys actually talk about? If it wasn’t anything.”

“She just talked about her life a little.” I cracked the window to get some fresh air. “And then

I told her about my parents and stuff.”

Her eyes widened with shock, and I could tell she wasn’t sure if I was messing with her or

not. She knew how much I hated talking about it. “You told her everything?”

“No, not everything,” I answered, shaking my head. “Just the parents and Justin thing. I left

out the other part.” Then, wanting to change the subject because I hated even thinking about it, I

glanced at the clock. It was almost ten. “You let me sleep in this morning.”

Victoria smirked. “It wasn’t that I let you sleep in, so much as I had a long night too.” She

pulled the neck of her sweater down and pointed at the bruise with a shy giggle.

“You break out the handcuffs?” I teased, grinning hugely when her cheeks turned a bright

red.

She laughed, clearly still embarrassed. “No, no handcuffs.”

My cellphone started to vibrate in my pocket, and curious as to who could be calling me, I

pulled it out to look at the caller ID. When I saw the name, I clapped my hand over my mouth.

At first it was distress, but then, after I let it sink in for a moment, I couldn’t help but start

snickering. “I forgot about work again,” I explained to Victoria, who’d looked over at me

curiously, as I answered the call. “Hello?”

“I swear you hate that job so much your subconscious makes you forget about it,” Victoria

chuckled, muttering under her breath.

“Jordan,” the aggravated voice said expectantly. “You’re supposed to be here right now.

Working.”

“Sorry. I’m running a little late,” I apologized, even though at this point I had no intention of

going in.

“Look, I’m sorry Jordan, but we need more dedicated employees,” Ben told me, sounding a

little too professional. “We’re going to have to let you go.”



It was clear he thought I was going to beg to keep my job, and that he was going to have to

console me or something. Instead, I just grinned. “Okay, thanks, bye.” Then I hung up and threw

my arms around Victoria’s neck, shouting excitedly, “I’m free!”

“And unemployed,” she added with a knowing smirk.

I just shrugged. “Not if you can still get me that job at the rink.”

Now she grew excited too, and her lips turned up into a satisfied smile. “You really mean it?”

I nodded. “Hug me again!” Surprisingly, her grin grew bigger as I gave her another excited hug.

“This is going to be so awesome.”



Chapter 5

September 27

Pulling into the rink parking lot on Tuesday my hands were nearly shaking with excitement.

Victoria wouldn’t be here until our game later tonight, but Mitch had asked me to come in early

so he could get me set up for work. So here I was, five o’clock in the afternoon and ready to start

what I was hoping would be a far more rewarding job than working at the bookstore. A few

players were just arriving for the first game of the night at five-thirty, so I followed behind the

group of men into the front of the building.

“Hey, Jordan,” Mitch greeted happily when he saw me stroll in. “How you doing?”

I made my way over to him and the front desk with a grin. “I’m good. You?”

“Good, good.” He shuffled through some papers and put them into a folder on the wall

behind him before looking back at me. “You ready for a tour?”

After I’d nodded he waved for me to follow him as he took me down the side of the rinks.

“You’ve already seen the rinks and the locker rooms.” He motioned to the rinks on our right and

the locker rooms that lined the wall to our left.

As we neared a door by the locker rooms beside the last of the three rinks, I caught a glimpse

of Taylor. There was another man and a bunch of small children on the rink with her. It looked

like the guy was teaching the class, while Taylor skated up and down with a puck, still wearing a

hat, and apparently demonstrating drills for the kids.

“Don’t worry, you can skate all you want. As long as there isn’t a game or practice

scheduled.” Mitch laughed when saw me watching. That hadn’t exactly been what I was

thinking, but it was good to know.

With that he pushed open the door, which led to a small hallway of offices. The first door

that he showed me on the left was his office. The one directly across from that, on the right, was

open, and Mitch poked his head in to say ‘hi’ to the guy inside.



“Hey, Travis, this is your new recruit, Jordan.” Mitch made room in the doorway for me to

look in too.

Travis’ brown eyes looked up from his computer, and with a huge grin he extended a dark

hand to me. “Nice to meet you, Jordan.”

“Same,” I answered with a smile, happily shaking his hand and then looking back at Mitch

for direction.

“Travis is my general manager,” Mitch explained, and then teased as he led me further down

the hall. “He makes the work schedule, so you’ll want to be good friends with him.” There was

another open office on the right, and so he stopped at the door and let me look inside. “This is

Doug’s office. He’s the one who’s on the rink with Becks. Um, you’ve met Taylor, right?” he

paused his explanation to ask, making sure I knew whom he meant.

“Yeah, pretty much,” I nodded. I wasn’t really sure when people decided to call Taylor by

her first or last name, but either way I knew who he was talking about.

“So yeah, he’s out there with Taylor,” Mitch continued. “He runs all the clinics and practices,

and makes game schedules for the kids leagues.”

As he continued down the hall I realized he hadn’t showed me the office on the left, directly

across from Doug’s. Not wanting to miss out on anything, I stopped him. “Whose office is this

one right here?”

“Oh, that’s Taylor’s.” He stopped for a second, but then waved me on to follow him. “You

won’t ever need to go in there.”

With a shrug I followed him to the last door in the hall, which was on the right and opened

up to a break room. There was a foldup table in the center of it, and a refrigerator against the

back wall. Even the microwave and kitchen sink that sat on the counter next to the fridge were

expected. What I didn’t expect to see was an oven and a stove, which sat on the opposite side of

the counter as the refrigerator.

“You’ve got a full kitchen?” I asked in shock.

Mitch chuckled and nodded. “Yeah, most of the employees, including myself, are here all the

time. So I figured, if you want happy employees, you got to make sure they’re properly fed.

Right?” He’d asked rhetorically, but in my agreement I nodded anyway.

We were about to leave when he noticed a spot on the counter near the sink, and went over to

investigate. “See this? People always leaving messes.” He rolled his eyes at me sarcastically,

then grabbed a paper towel and took it to the sink to get it wet so he could wipe up the sticky

mess.

What neither of us realized was that someone had put a rubber band around the hose next to

the sink faucet. As he turned on the water to dampen the paper towel, instead of coming out the

tap it shot out the hose, all over the front of Mitch’s shirt, and I’d had to throw my hand over my

mouth to stifle a shocked but entertained snort of laughter.



“Goddammit, Becks,” Mitch exclaimed in surprise as he scrambled to turn off the water.

After he managed to stop the flow he turned to face me, laughing as he eyed the fluid that soaked

the front of his shirt, and shook his head. “I should have known better.”

“Taylor did that?” I asked, giggling through bewilderment and amusement. I suspected she

had a sense of humor, but this was a pleasant surprise.

“Yeah, it’s my fault,” he sighed, still smiling as he laughed at himself. “I made the mistake of

scaring the shit out of her a few weeks ago, and it’s been going back and forth ever since.

Scaring her was funny as hell, but now she’s just kicking my ass.”

Something about the idea of Taylor and Mitch having a prank war made me grin. I couldn’t

tell exactly how old Mitch was, he appeared to be in his late forties, though he clearly wasn’t too

old to have fun. I liked that. It reassured me this would be a much more entertaining work

environment than at the bookstore.

“You know what,” Mitch started after a moment of thoughtful silence, and began to

rummage through the drawers in the kitchen counter. After looking around for a minute he

mumbled excitedly and tossed something small to me. I caught it and, startled at what looked

like a very real spider in my hands, I jumped and dropped the toy to the floor. Mitch laughed,

shaking his head at me as he warned, “Don’t let anyone else here see how jumpy you are. You’re

just begging to get one of those in your scorekeeping box.” When I tossed the small spider back

to him he motioned for me to follow him out of the kitchen. “I’ve used this thing way too much,

but it still scares her every time.”

He could hardly contain his snickering as he led me to the door of Taylor’s office. When he

cracked it open to throw the toy spider in I tried to catch a curious glimpse of what was inside.

But because he was standing in front of me, and he’d barely opened the door enough for his hand

to get through, I couldn’t see anything past the opening.

When we got out of the hallway and stood next to the last rink, Mitch hollered over the glass

and pointed at his wet shirt. “Hey, Becks! Laugh while you can.”

She was standing in the corner of the rink, sending soft passes to the kids as they started the

drill they were doing, but paused to look up at Mitch. At seeing his clothing the corners of her

lips turned up into a smirk, and continued to grow until she was beaming at him with a teasing

grin. Then her eyes shifted to me, as if seeing me for the first time, and she quickly looked away,

turning back to the drill. Victoria had said she wasn’t the type to hold grudges, but the way she

avoided looking at me made me think she was still sore that I laid her out during the game last

week. Maybe if I got a chance, I’d apologize.

I followed Mitch all the way back to the front desk, where a guy around my age was sitting at

the main computer. “Luke, this is Jordan, I need you to train her for me.”

Luke swiveled the chair around so he was facing us and gave me a timid wave. When Mitch

started to walk away and leave me with Luke, I stopped him with one more question. “Oh,



Mitch,” then I paused shyly. I was new to the job, and though he seemed like a laid back boss, I

couldn’t be sure. “What about when I have games?”

My nerves were instantly eased when he waved the question off. “Don’t worry about it, we’ll

get someone to cover a game if you need to play during your shift. Just make sure you clock out

first.”

“Okay, thanks,” I said as he walked away. How could Victoria have been holding out on me

for so long? The job seemed easy enough, and Mitch was awesome. I looked back at Luke, who

was sitting in the desk chair with a friendly but awkward smile on his face, and then around at

the papers on the front desk. “So, what do we do first?”

“Well,” he started, following my gaze to the desktop. Then he grabbed a clipboard from three

that were lined up and showed it to me. On every clipboard was a stack of score sheets, each

with a different team matchup and the rosters of the teams on it. “These are your score sheets.

Every clipboard is for a different rink, like, this is for rink one.” He pointed to the closest rink to

us, and to the rink number at the top of the score sheet. “That’s this rink right here.” Then he

pointed to a time at the top of the white paper. “It’s got the time the game is supposed to start.

You also have to put your name, and the name of the refs on here so when they put in the stats

they know who the officials were.”

“Sounds easy enough,” I mused as I continued to study the paper. I recognized the area for

recording goals from when Victoria had been scorekeeping, but there was another section right

next to it that I wasn’t sure about. I pointed to it, “What’s this part here?”

“That’s where you keep track of penalties,” he answered, and pointed to each of the columns

in the gridded section. “This is where you put the period it’s in, the time the penalty started at,

the player’s number, and then what the penalty was. Do you know the hand signals for

penalties?” My cheeks colored a bit as I shook my head. We didn’t call penalties in scrimmage

games, and I’d only played in a few real games. Never during one of those did I watch what the

referees were doing with their hands. “It’s okay, just let the refs know before the game and

they’ll tell you verbally.”

After that Luke took me over to the scorekeeper’s box on the first rink, and during the first

game of the night he taught me how to use the controls and record information on the score

sheets. I was picking it up pretty easily. Like Victoria said, out of the fifty or so buttons, we only

had to use about eight of them. Luke let me practice with him for two games until the time came

that each of the rinks were occupied by a game, and they needed me to try on my own since I

was the third scorekeeper on the clock that night. I didn’t do too terribly. Fortunately, the refs

had worked there long enough to know a few things about scorekeeping when I needed help.

Like Mitch had promised, I was able to play my game that night while somebody covered for

me. We ended up winning, and after that it was back to work. Apparently the third rink always

had the fewest games, so I was done at nine pm and before the rest of the scorekeepers. As I was



leaving to go home, I caught another glimpse of Taylor on the back rink, the one I’d just finished

on. This time she was alone, and had a pile of pucks she was using to practice her shooting.

Since she always played defense, and every time I’d seen her score she’d been maneuvering

around players, it was different to see her alone and shooting from a stand still.

There was a board in front of the net with cut outs in each of the corners, and a couple

smaller ones nearer the middle. I watched long enough for her to take about twenty shots, and

even with the board there and standing about three quarters of the way to half rink, she only

missed two. From that, I could tell Victoria wasn’t joking when she said Taylor just coasted

during most games. Now I couldn’t wait to see what she could do at a big tournament.

September 29

I had just finished up on the last rink on my third day of working, and strolled up to the front

desk to turn in my score sheet. After putting it in a designated pile I turned back toward the rink.

Sure enough, Taylor was already out there skating just like she had been the night before, and the

night before that. Over the past two days I’d been working up the nerve to put on my skates and

go out there with her, but most of me was intimidated as hell. It wasn’t the fact that she was a

damn good hockey player as much as that she hadn’t been overly welcoming since I’d started

working. Obviously she was the quiet type, but she gave friendly smiles to most people. Me,

however, she barely looked at, and that made me curious as well as intimidated.

Okay, maybe she’d caught me staring at her a couple times. Then there was the fact that I’d

used her for wrestling practice during that game. Surely she was used to being hit during games

though, right? Regardless, I couldn’t be sure exactly what I’d done, so I’d been a little scared to

try being on the rink at the same time as her.

With a sigh I made my way into the pro shop where I knew Mitch was, and forced myself to

work up the nerve. “Hey, Mitch?” He looked up at me from the tool table and raised an eyebrow.

“Can I skate on the back rink?”

“Yeah, yeah, of course.” He nodded and reached across the waist-high table for a

screwdriver. “You don’t need to ask.”

After smiling my thanks I grabbed my gear out of the car and took it to one of the locker

rooms I knew wasn’t being used. If only Victoria could see me now. She’d demand to know why

I was trying to skate with Taylor. Truth be told, I wasn’t really sure myself. Curiosity was

probably the biggest reason. If I couldn’t get her to talk to me at least maybe I’d be able to figure

her out a little bit. My best excuse, however, was that my skates still weren’t completely broken

in yet, and blisters or not, I had to skate on them as much as possible.

I didn’t bother to put on any gear aside from my skates and gloves, but as I looked around the

locker room after tying my laces, I felt like I was missing something. Oh, a puck. That was kind



of important. Taylor always had a bunch, but were they hers? Grabbing my stick, I decided there

was only one way to find out, and made my way out of the locker room and to the rink. Before

stepping out I squinted across the floor to the puck bag near the benches, making out faint

sharpie letters spelling out the rink’s name. Maybe Taylor would share.

While I skated onto the floor Taylor looked up from scooping all the pucks she’d shot out of

the net, and under the bill of her hat I could feel those bright brown eyes lock onto me. Unsure of

what to say, I coasted to where she was and stopped about five feet from her. “Think I could

borrow a puck?” I asked as politely as I could. Her eyes went from me to the pile of pucks, and

then lingered at the door of the boards before falling back on me. Was she thinking of leaving?

“You don’t have to leave. I’ll just go down there.” I pointed to the opposite half of the rink.

Hesitantly she used her stick to push a puck toward me. Well, this is awkward. More

awkward than I thought it would be. Should I introduce myself? “We haven’t met, officially. I’m

Jordan.” I shuffled forward a bit and took my hand out of my glove, sticking it out for her to

shake.

She slowly pulled her own hand out of her glove and reached for mine. When I’d first seen

her up close when I bought my skates she’d seemed so confident, definitely not standoffish, as

she did now. She didn’t seem angry or annoyed. Her eyes weren’t hard or glaring. They were

more uncomfortable, and it was more than the show of discomfort the few times she’d caught me

staring at her. It was like she was desperate for an escape, and behind that desperation was a

familiar pain. Familiar because I’d seen the look in myself.

She released her grip on my hand, put her glove back on, and started to scoop out the last of

the pucks. I just stood there, feeling more and more awkward by the second. Her silence

throughout our interaction came as no surprise, but I wasn’t expecting to be so thrown off by it.

I turned one foot and was about to push off and skate to the other end of the rink, but

stopped. “Hey, uh, I wanted to apologize for how I acted at the game last week. That wasn’t

cool.”

In a bout of shyness I had looked away to apologize, until Taylor let out a huff of breath in a

short chuckle. When I looked up she had a bit of an amused smirk on her face, and she just

shrugged at me as if to say ‘no big deal’. But even though she extended a gloved fist to me and I

bumped it with my own in reconciliation, the look of discomfort was still in her eyes. So maybe

she wasn’t upset about the hit. What was it then? Was she just trying to clue me in that she didn’t

like being talked to? I was new. This was probably her way of conditioning me to her silence.

Telling myself that I could take a hint, I gave a nervous smile and took my puck to the

opposite end of the rink. That’s where I stayed for the next hour while Taylor did her own thing,

until finally, whether she got tired or couldn’t take the awkward tension anymore, she left. Then

again, it could have just been me that felt awkward.



October 18

More than two weeks. That’s how long I’d been skating on the opposite end of the rink as

Taylor, every weeknight after I got off work. Each night was the same as the first. I borrowed a

puck and then ceased to exist. At least she’d started staying longer than an hour. Sometimes I

screwed around on the rink for up to two hours, and it was always Taylor who left first. Here I

was, scorekeeping on a Tuesday night right after my own weekly game, contemplating if I

should just give it up and leave her alone.

“What’s up, buttercup?” Victoria grinned as she took a seat next to me in the scorekeeper’s

box. I’d had to ditch the locker room quickly after the game in order to clock back in and start

working again, and now that Victoria was finished taking her gear off she came to keep me

company. I smiled hello at her but didn’t take my eyes off the game, not comfortable enough

with my skill yet to multitask too much. “Is this job everything you dreamed of and more?”

“Yeah, it’s amazing,” I laughed, and then cast her a playful glare. “Why’d you keep it a

secret for so long?”

“You just seemed like you were having so much fun with your buddy Ben,” she teased in

return, to which I poked my finger into my mouth and made gagging noises. After she stopped

giggling she nudged me with her elbow. “That was a pretty good game, huh? No fights tonight.”

“Because Holly wasn’t here,” I scoffed. “Think eighteen missed her tonight?” Victoria just

chuckled and rolled her eyes, and then I gave a deep sigh. “I just wish I could figure out how to

get by Taylor. I can’t score shit when she’s on the rink.”

We’d played Taylor’s team again tonight, and not surprisingly, lost. To my slight surprise

though, we didn’t lose as bad as the week before, and only ended up being a point behind. I

scored two of our four goals. Both of them had been when Taylor was on the bench.

“Yeah, well, it might take a miracle,” Victoria informed me sarcastically before her gaze

turned thoughtful. “What’s the deal with you two anyway? You’ve been skating with her?”

Aside from weekends, Victoria worked two out of the five weekdays, so it didn’t shock me

that she’d noticed. It was curious though that she hadn’t asked me about it sooner, seeing as she

told me a couple times not to bother with the girl. I just shrugged. “Not really skating together.

Just at the same time.”

My voice must have sounded more disappointed than I’d meant it to, because Victoria raised

an eyebrow at me. “What’s your angle, J? Why are you so curious about her?”

“I don’t know,” I answered, risking an upward glance at her. Because of her warning I’d half

expected her to be annoyed with me. Instead, her blue eyes looked kind of worried. Great, now

because of that worry I owed her an honest answer. “There’s something… relatable… about

her.”



“Relatable?” Victoria repeated slowly, and after I nodded she fell into a minute of thoughtful

silence.

“You’re not going to scold me?” I asked with a surprised chuckle. “Tell me to give it up.”

Victoria just looked up at me and shook her head. That shocked me. “What? Why?”

Now she shrugged. “I don’t know. It’s the way you look at her.” Her lips curled into a

teasing smirk. “There may be hope for you yet.”

“What?” I scoffed. I knew exactly what she was getting at, and now it made sense why she

wasn’t threatening me. She wanted so badly for me to get a girlfriend, and she thought somehow

I could reel in Taylor. But my curiosity for the girl didn’t mean I had an intimate interest, and I

highly doubted Taylor even knew I existed. “What’s that supposed to mean?”

“Just trust me, I know you better than you know yourself,” she teased with an evil grin before

saying, “That’s why I looked into it for you.” When she paused I raised an eyebrow at her to get

her to continue. “I asked one of my professors about it.”

She paused again, but now she’d piqued my curiosity, so I urged impatiently, “And?”

A small smile tugged at her lips, and she knew she had me interested. “Well, it’s like I

thought, something called selective mutism. The person only talks to certain people or to nobody

at all. Only, Taylor doesn’t have all the symptoms, like shyness, blank expressions, OCD, that

kind of stuff. My professor thinks that maybe it started as selective mutism, and just developed

into her not talking.”

“Uh huh,” I mumbled thoughtfully, absorbing the information. “Then why doesn’t she talk?”

“I don’t know,” Victoria shrugged. “It’s most likely a defense. Kind of like you and all the

sex.”

“Gee, that was subtle,” I muttered sarcastically, then added a scowl. “I meant what causes it.”

Victoria just laughed, and I could tell by her smug smile she knew what I’d meant. “Like I

said the first time you asked me about it, trauma. But my professor said that could include about

a million different things, so he said not to assume anything.” Then, as if Victoria could read my

mind, she answered my next question. “What you got to do is not be pushy, meaning don’t try to

coax her into talking to you. You can be friendly though, because most likely the only way she’ll

ever talk to you is if she really trusts you. Which means exposure and patience are your new best

friends.”

“Exposure and patience.” I was quiet for a moment as I sat there thoughtfully, eyes still on

the game. Then I glared at Victoria. “You know, I know what you’re thinking, and I ought to

kick your ass for trying.” She just shook her head at me sarcastically and got up to leave. “It’s

not like that, Vic,” I added in a warning tone.

“Yeah, okay.” She grinned at me like she still didn’t believe it. “Anyway, I got to go meet

Austin. It’s our anniversary today.”



“Congrats,” I beamed, genuinely happy for her, but then I couldn’t resist teasing. “Don’t do

anything I wouldn’t do.”

With a blush as she was walking away she turned just long enough to scowl at me. “Don’t

forget about the tournament this weekend,” she called back.

After that I had two more games to go until I was off work, and by the time the games were

over I was eager to get on the rink. Before Victoria had talked to me, I was considering just

leaving Taylor alone, but now I’d changed my mind. After I turned my last score sheet in at the

front desk I started my new routine of putting on my skates, pulling my long blonde hair into a

ponytail, and heading out onto the rink. As usual, Taylor was already there, and she’d developed

a sort of habit of passing me a puck as I stepped onto the rink. That was usually the extent of her

acknowledgement of me.

This time though, as I received a puck from her and began to skate to the other end of the

rink, I paused and turned back to her. “So uh, is there any way to get around you in a game? Or

am I just shit out of luck?”

A few times over the past two weeks I’d tried to make comments, and after a small smile or

some other way of letting me know she’d heard, Taylor would just go back to whatever she was

doing. Now, however, she seemed to chuckle at my remark, and stood there looking at me for a

few moments. I was about to shrug it off and go on my way, seeing as how I wasn’t going to get

an answer, but then she did something I never would have expected. She waved me over to her.

“Really?” The shocked word was out before I could stop it, and I looked around nervously,

not sure I understood her correctly. She wasn’t just going to ignore me?

Guess not, because after an amused smirk she nodded and waved me over more vigorously.

Still unsure, I slowly coasted to meet her halfway between the net and center rink. When I got

there, and stood about a foot from her, she skated right up to me so that the toes of our skates

were practically touching and we stood face to face. The sudden lack of distance caused my

breath to hitch. Two weeks of hardly existing, and now we were barely six inches apart. We were

so close, in fact, that the bill of her hat bumped me in the forehead, and with an apologetic smile

she lifted it off her head and turned it so she was wearing it backward.

As she lifted the hat, and before she put it back on, I caught a glimpse of a scar on the left

side of her forehead, the end of it barely sticking out of her hairline. Curious. When she was

done adjusting her cap she grabbed me by the shoulders and gave me a shake, then another, and

another, until I figured out she wanted me to stand solid. It was hard though, with how close she

was. Damn Victoria for putting those thoughts in my head. When I finally mustered the strength

to stand as frigid as I could, she gave my shoulder an approving pat.

Her gaze met mine as she carefully grabbed my gloved left hand, and for a moment I wasn’t

sure what she was doing with it because I’d gotten lost in her bright brown eyes. She was

wearing that blue hat again. She liked bright colors. I liked them too. Or, rather, I liked the way
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